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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this pilot study was to explore the nature of
leadership in nursing. A non-experimental, descriptive design was used.
A modified grounded theory approach was used. The random sample
included four nursing administrators with master's degrees. The data
collection was done in four phases and each participant was interviewed
th¡ee times and observed for a one week period. Tape recordings and
field notes were transcribed and coded and together with an ongoing
review of the literature provided direction for the next phases of data
collection.

The results of the study focused on the development of nursing
leaders, key concepts of the leadership process and factors affecting
leadership in nursing. Certain experiences were found to contribute to
the development of the nursing leaders in this study. Significant
experiences identified included experiences in the family, in education,
in ciinical nursing and in previous leadership roles. Role models were
found to be important in their ieadership development.

Key concepts in leadership identified from the data were
characteristics, values, skills and duties. Nursing leaders were
characterized by the following descriptors: creative, knowledgeable,
flexible, intuitive, persuasive, empathetic, confident, risktakers,
visionary, agents of change and committment. Values identified included
patient care, the status/image of the nurse, collegiality and a balance
between personal and professional life. Skills for nursing leaders were
identified as communication, interpersonal, information gathering,
strategizing, decision making, collaboration, problem solving and
management. Duties included defining the boundaries of nursing, role
modelling, teambuilding, developing others and ongoing self-development.

Nursing leadership was found to be affected by the followers, the
organization and society. The follower as a person and the follower's
previous education and nursing experience was found to be significant.
Unionism, history and structure were the factors within the
organization that were identified as affecting nursing leadership.
Societal factors included the needs/demands of society, health care
funding and the status of women. The results of this study have
implications for nurses aspiring to a leadership role or presently in a
role in nursing administration.
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CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

NURSING ADMINISTRATION IN CANADA

The strengthening of nursing administration has been identified as

a priority in today's health care environment. There are several issues

that have forced the issue of nursing administration to the forefront.

In Canada, cost containment within the health care arena has become a

major issue. This containment effort should ideally be achieved without

jeopardizing the high quality of care demanded by consumers. Because

the nursing portfolio accounts for the largest portion of the budget

within health care, nursing administrators bear a significant

responsibility for achieving this mandate. Increased specialization within

the nursing profession; expanded career options for women; fewer

medical resident positions and a rise of other disciplines and

professions eager to have a role in the health care system have

pressured the nursing profession to focus on the role of the nursing

administrator (Snider, 1 987).

Nursing administration has been identified as a priority for the

profession in the 1980's by the Canadian Nurses Association. The

Association's goal is to "improve the status of nursing administration

and strengthen nursing leadership" (Evans, 1988, p. 7). The Association

has identified three key areas as imperative in the achievement of thei¡

goal: the educational preparation of nursing administrators, a definition

of the role of nursing administrators and the establishment of standards
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for the nursing administrator. In 1981 the Canadian Nurses

Association published a discussion paper written by Peggy Leatt

entitled Education for Nursing Administration in Canada that focused on

the academic preparation of nurses presently employed in an

administrative capacity in Canada. The paper stressed that advanced

preparation, above the nursing diploma level, at the baccalaureate level

was needed for a1l nurses working in a first line management position

or supervisory position. Graduate preparation r'¡/as identified as a

prerequisite to assuming roles at a Director of Nursing level or above.

The association's most recent publication on administration, in February

1988, reviewed The Role of the Nurse Administrator and Standards for

Nursins Administration. The paper addressed the managerial functions

of the administrator and organizational structure for nursing

administration. There can be no doubt that the Canadian Nurses

Association views nursing administrators as key players within the

nursing profession today and in the future.

ADMINISTRATIVE RESEARCH IN NURSING

In the United States, the study of nursing administrators has been

ranked by an expert panel of nursing and health care educators and

practitioners as one of ten themes needing study. In a national study of

hospital research in the United States, however, no studies focusing on

nurse executives were reported. Few studies were identified that related

to the first line or middle manager. In direct contrast, schools of

nursing reported that the nurse administrator was the major focus of
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research (Henry, O'Donnell, Pendergast, Moody &. Hutchinson, 1988).

The findings of the expert panel again emphasizes that nursing

administration and research related to nursing administrators is and

must be a priority within the profession.

Research in nursing administration is concerned with establishing

costs of nursing care, with examining the relationships between

nursing services and quality patient care, and with viewing

problems of nursing service delivery within the broader context of

policy analysis and delivery of health services (I{enry, O'Donnell,

Pendergast, Moody & Hutchinson, 1987, p.309).

Nursing administrators are Seen as the leaders in the design of

policy; the controlling of costs and the delivery and quality of patient

care.

NURSING LEADERSHIP AND ADMINISTRATION

The Canadian Nurses Association recognizes that expert

leadership is a requirement for the nursing administrative role

(Canadian Nurses Association, 1988). Leininger (L979) stresses that the

need for "strorg, dynamic and well-prepared leaders" in hospitals,

community agencies, schools of nursing and government agencies has

never been greater. She believes there is a leadership crisis in nursing.

This leadership crisis has developed for a variety of reasons. Nursing

leaders in administrative roles may have inadequate educational or

experiential preparation for their role; may not be politically astute;

may have few organizational supports and often work in an



environment of continual change. Leininger (1974) addressed why

leadership roles in administration are not attractive to nurses. She

believes the confrontational-negotiational style expected of nursing

ieaders is in conflict with the collegiality and caring perspective of the

profession. Coupled with the fact that society has just begun to accept

women into leadership roles and the historical conflict between

medicine and nursing, the leadership role of a nursing administrator

would appear to be both stressful and unrewarding. The literature

suggests that caring and gender may contribute to the uniqueness of

leadership in nursing.

NURSING LEADERSHIP AND CARING

The nursing profession is built on a foundation of caring.

This caring perspective has followed the profession throughout its

evolution (Watson, 1987). Human caring in nursing "is the moral ideal of

nursing whereby the end is protection, enhancement, and preservation

of human dignity" (Watson, 1985, pg. 29). Caring adds a dimension to

leadership that has not previously been addressed by researchers.

Nurses enter the profession as caregivers first and leadership roles

within administration usually come later in one's career. The assumption

made is that nurses continue in the caregiver role throughout their

career including those careers in administration. Nurses may have

unique behaviors which result in a special approach to leadership in a

variety of situations.



NURSING LEADERSHIP AND GENDER

Nursing is female-dominated profession. 97.l%o of all registered

nurses in Canada are female (Venkatesh, 1988). Throughout the

evolution of the nursing profession, nursing has long been considered

woman's work. Early writings of the 1900's state "women are peculiarly

fitted for the onerous task of patiently and skillfulty caring for the

patient in faithful obedience to the physician's orders' Ability to care

for the helpless is women's distinct nature. Nursing is mothering"

(Gamarnikow, 1978, p. 48). The early socialization process that has

established a woman's Status as wife and mother has directed many

women to seek occupational roles, such aS nursing that are congruent

with traits identified as innately female such as selflessness and caring

(Grimm, 1978). Colwill (1932) identified that women have traditionally

nurturance, dependence, and servitude while men

strength and aggression. Trait theories identify

strength and aggression as personality characteristics associated with

leadership effectiveness (Bass, 1982). This suggests that socialization

may be a factor in the leadership development of women. While a

multitude of studies using trait and other theories have been completed

to determine if differences exist between male and female leaders, the

results have been inconclusive.

A report published by the Registered Nurses Association of

Ontario (1982) identified that the socialization of women in society and

within the d,iscipline of nursing is not conducive to the development of

been rewarded

were rewarded

for

for
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leadership qualities. The shortage of effective role models has

contributed to ineffective leadership within the profession. In addition,

women may have multiple, combined roles (nurse, wife and mother)

which create additional stressors for the would-be leader. Conflict

between work and famity obligations are inevitable as women have been

socialized to give the priority to family obligations (Grimm, 1978).

Several studies have identifîed an inverse relationship beween a

woman's level of education, earnings and occupational committment; and

rates of marriage or high rates of divorce (Moore & Sawhill, t978). The

avoidance of ieadership roles or ineffectiveness in the role may be a

result of incongruency between family, social and professional roles and

responsibilities. The price of success may be too high.

LEADERSHIP RESEARCH

Studies on leadership include descriptive theories that focus on

individual traits and characteristics; behavioral theories that focus on

the behaviors of both leaders and followers and situational theories

that assess a variety of variables as determinants for leader behaviors.

These theories have emerged from research compiled primarity on male

leaders. Whiie no theory has been judged perfect, many have been

utilized as frameworks to guide individuals in leadership roles.

Research on leadership in nursing is limited and relies on the use

of theories mostly derived from research on male executives in private

and public corporations. Coupled with the fact that the actual amount



of research

in design;

evident.

the area

need for

nursing leadership

fresh approach to

in

the

of

a

is sparse and quantitative

leadership in nursing is

BENEFITS OF LEADERSHIP RESEARCH IN NURSING

The study of nursing leadership has benefits for nursing practice.

Nurses providing direct patient care have long looked to others for

leadership. All nurses must begin to see themselves as professionals

and act as leaders in all aspocts of nursing care (Hein &. Nicholson,

1986). To enable this transformation to take place, nurses must have a

framework of leadership that is credible and applicable to the

profession.

Leadership by administrators has been linked to a variety of

outcomes for employees in organizations. Leadership can affect job

satisfaction, motivation, enthusiasm, productivity and the quatity of

work of employees (Yukl, 1981). An understanding of important aspects

of leadership unique to nursing, will assist administrators in leading

employees - nurses - more effectively and could directly improve the

quality of work life and indirectly improve patient care.

Prior nursing leadership studies have used instruments developed

from the study of male business leaders. The validity of these

instruments in the study of female nursing leaders has not been

established. A lack of factor isolating research in the area of nursing

leadership is evident.



Given that nursing leadership has implications for administration,

clinical practice, nursing education and future nursing research, critical

factors affecting and involved in nursing leadership musr be identified.

The purpose of this study is ro explore the nature of leadership in

nursing.

TI{E RESEARCH OJESTIONS

1. what factors contribute to the development of nursing leaders

as identified by nursing leaders?

2. what are the key concepts associated with nursing leadership as

identified by nursing leaders?

3. what factors affect nursing readership as id.entified by nursing

leaders?

DEFINITION OF TERMS

For the purpose of this study, the following terrns have the

definitions listed below:

Nursing: one or more expert persons caring directly or indirectly for

the physical and emotional well being of an individual (walker, 19g6).

Leadership: a role practiced by nurse administrators. Leadership is an

active process; is purposeful; is affected by various personal,

interpersonal and structural variables and has impact on other

individuals



Nursing Administration: "a process through which nurse administrators

work to estabiish, attain, and evaluate goals. The goals of nursing

administration are to provide for effective and efficient delivery of

organized nursing services and for the professional practice of its

nursing personnel" (Canadian Nurses Association, 1988, p.18). For the

purposes of this study, only nurses in middle adminisrative positions or

higher, involved in the administrative process, shall be considered.

ASSUMPTIONS

The first assumption of this study is that nursing administrators

do act as leaders and have some knowledge of and experience in

leadership. The second assumption is that theory development,

beginning with factor isolating research is important to nursing science.

The third assumption is that theory development in the area of nursing

leadership is valuable to the nursing profession.

LIMITATIONS

This study is limited to female registered nurses in administrative

positions with, at minimum, a master's degree. The nurses must have

worked in an administrative capacity for a minimum of three years and

be employed in a health care institution, a school of nursing or a

community health agency within the boundaries of Winnipeg. This study

is also limited by the small sample size and the financial and time

constraints of the author. The results of the study aro generalizable
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only to the specific population from which the sample was obtained.

METHODOLOGY

A modified grounded theory approach was used in this descriptive

study. Grounded theory is " ar approach to collecting and analyzing

qualitative data with the aim of developing theories and theoretical

propositions grounded in real world obseryations" (Polit &. Hungler,

1983). This study served to isolate significant factors, as an initial

step in the theory development process.

This approach does not depend on prior theories or research as a

basis for the study. Rather, the subject or area of interest is probed

methodically and analytically without bias or expectations. The aÍe of

nursing leadership has depended too long on borrowed theory from

other disciplines and on quanritative methodology, so this approach is

both timely and appropriate.

The study had four phases. After the subjects have been

selected by the process of random selection, they were interviewed a

total of three times. The researcher acted as a non-pafiicipant

observer for approximately one week and observed the administrators in

their professional capacity. One subject could not be observed due to a

change in employment. The resea¡cher used a tape recorder and fîeld

notes in the data collection process. Analysis took place concurrently

to data gathering and ongoing review of the literature. Analysis
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consisted of reviewing transcribed notes of interviews and observations

to identify categories and organizing key concepts into a framework.

Analysis was reviewed by two resea¡chers and the thesis committee to

reduce the possibility of researcher bias.

ORGANIZATION OF THE TI{ESIS

This thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter One introduces the

statement of the problem, Chapter Two reviews the literature relevant

to the study and Chapter Three describes the research methodology.

Chapter Four focuses on the study's results and the final chapter

discusses the results and overall imptications of study.
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CHAPTER II

REViEW OF THE LITERATURE

In this chapter, the major leadership theories shall be summarized.

Leadership literature that focuses on differences between male and

female leaders shatl be presented. Findings from research focusing on

nursing leaders shall be reviewed.

LEADERSHIP TTIEORY

A theory is systematic abstraction of reality that serves to

describe, explain, predict or control an aspect of reality (Chinn &.

Jacobs, 1983, p. 3-4). The various theories to be presented serve to

describe, explain and predict but not to control. Theory development in

leadership has not reached the stage of control (Berna¡d &. Walsh, 1981,

p. 61). Theories of control or situation producing theories are

concerned with specifying the goal, providing direction for all activities

and considering all variables (Dickoff, James 8. Wiedenbach, p. 433). A

number of researchers have tried to identify the critical variables in

leadership; however, at present, there is little consensus.

A summary of the major theories of leadership will now be

attempted. The theories are categorized as descriptive theories,

behavioral theories and situational theories.
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DESCRIPTIVE THEORIES

Descriptive theorists believe that individuals have certain traits

characteristics that contribute to their role as effective leaders.

Trait Theories of Leadership:

Proponents of this theory believe that leaders have certain traits

that result in effective leadership. House (1988) reviewed the studies on

leadership traits and concluded "(1) traits can, and often do, have main

effects with respect to nontrivial criterion variables such as measures

of performance, effectiveness, emergence, and succession rate; and (2)

many traits iikeiy interact with situational variables to produce effects

on such criterion variables" (p. 249). Rather than viewing trait theory

as standing alone, it must instead be reframed with other variables

such as situational factors and relationships with and characteristics of

followers. The initial task becomes identifying the key traits associated

with leadership effectiveness.

Barrow (1977) reviewed the leadership literature to identify

significant variables in leadership and develop a leadership

effectiveness framework. Several leader characteristic factors were

identified. Favorable characteristics included the leader's ability to work

with subordinates in a collegial and facilitative manner using such trairs

as openness, fairness, flexibility, tolerance, supportiveness and

friendliness. Expertise, a positive self concept and confidence were
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other favorable raits identified.

Bass (1982) also completed a comprehensive review of leadership

research and identified that leadership effectiveness is associated with

the following traits: intelligence, decisiveness, persistence, adaptability,

alertness, creativity, integrity, confidence, emotional stabitity and non-

conformity. Key abilities included the ability to gain cooperation and be

cooperative with others, knowledge of the task, interpersonal skill,

communication skill, diplomacy and persuasiveness.

Other research has discovered further leadership traits. Bennis

and Nanus (1935) observed and interviewed 90 male business leaders

and found that leaders had four competencies: attention through vision,

meaning through communication, Íust through positioning and

deployment of self. Attention through vision incorporated six dimensions

of vision: foresight, hindsight, a world view, depth perception,

peripheral vision and revision. Foresight focused on a futuristic vision

on how the organization might develop; hindsight focused on

knowledge of organizational culture and traditions; a world view

emphasized the impact of new rends and developments; depth

perception included attention to appropriate details to ensure a global

perspective and revision emphasized changes to the vision to meet

environmental and organizational changes. Meaning through

communication refers to the leader's ability to synthesize information,

determine what the message will be and effectively communicating that

message verbally and nonverbally to orhers in a way that is readily
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understandable. Trust through positioning focuses on the reliability or

constancy of the leader. Deployment of self refers to self knowledge of

personal skills and the effective use of those skills. Mistakes are not

seen as failures but part of the learning process. The focus, however, is

always on success.

Peppers and Ryan (1986) studied 79 leaders and 110 nonleaders and

found that leaders perceived themselves as more talkative, aggressive,

likable, affectionate, intelligent, friendly, committed and ambitious than

did nonleaders. Leaders were more likely than nonleaders to aspire to

the following characteristics: greater sensitivity to others and more

democratic behaviors, fairness, intelligence, committment, imagination,

confidence, self-assurance and critical thinking.

BEHAVIORAL THEORIES:

Supporters of behavioral theories assert that how a leader and

followers behave determines effectiveness. Based on this general

premise, a variety of specific theories have emerged.

Theory X and Theory Y:

McGregor (1960) developed both theories and viewed each theory

as unique, rather than directly opposite. Each theory is based on the

assumption that an individual's opinions about their followers and

themselves directly affects the leadership style used. A theory X leader
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would use an authoritarian style because they believe that followers

dislike and avoid work. Leaders make all decisions, supervise closely

and closely di¡ect followers (Bergeron, 1987). A theory Y leader

believes that followers have an affinity to work, are creative and will

direct themselves to the achievement of goals. A democratic style of

leadership is most affective in this situation and leaders coach, support

advise and include followers in decision making (Bergeron). McGregor

(1976) believes that a more open approach to the resources available in

empioyees and an ability to adapt to the needs of employees is critical

for organizational innovation.

Ohio State Leadership Studies:

A multitude of studies were completed by a multidisciplinary team

at Ohio State University. On the basis of research results, a Leader

Behaviour Description Questionnaire was developed that tested eight

aspects of leadership behaviour. After testing, the researchers found

that consideration, initiating structure, production emphasis and

sensitivity were the key factors in leadership behaviour. Production

emphasis and sensitivity each accounted for less than ten percent of

the variance, so these factors are generally neglected in reviews about

the Ohio State Studies (Bryman, 1986).

Initiating structure reflects the extent to which leaders structure

their role and the role of followers towards achievement of goals.

Consideration reflects the extent to which a leader will have work
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relationships with employees characterized by mutual trust, respect and

concern (Fleishman 8{ Peters, 1,962). Initiating structure and

consideration are viewed on a two dimensional continuum ranging from

low to high on each factor.

The Ohio State two factor approach to leadership was long

viewed as over-simplistic because situational variables have been

ignored (Korman, 1966). Recent studies, however, have begun to

address specific situational variables and their effect on the behaviour

of leaders. Kerr and Schriesheim (1974) reviewed several hundred

resea¡ch studies and found the following additional variables were

included:

Subordinate considerations. Expertise, experience, competence, job
knowledge, hiera¡chical level .of occupied . position, expectations,
concerning leader behaviour, perceived organizational
independence, and various psychological aspects. Supervisor
considerations. Similarity of attitudes and behaviour to those of
higher management, and upward influence. Task considerations.
Degree of time urgency, amount of physical danger, permissable
error rate, presence of external stress, degree of autonomy,
importance and meaningfulness of work, and degree of ambiguity
(p. ss8).

The two factor approach to leadership has also been questioned

because it did not establish a relationship between leadership behaviour

and outcomes for the employees (Gibson, Ivancevich & Donnety, 1985).

Universit)' of Michigan Studies:

Researchers at

describe the tasks of

the University of Michigan asked leaders to

leadership. From the results, two behaviors wore
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identified: job-centred and employee-centred behaviours (Sullivan &.

Decker, 1985). Job-centred behaviors focus on goal achievement as the

priority, without concern for followers. Leaders pressure employees for

improved performance and output and closely supervise work (Bergeron,

1987). Employee-cenÍed behaviours focus on delegating decisions to

employees and providing a supportive environment (Bonaquist, 1986).

This approach is criticized because it does not identify when one

approach is more effective than the other (Gibson et a1., 1985).

Leadership Continuum Theory:

Tannenbaum and Schmidt (1973) developed a continuum that

defined several patterns of leadership for managers to choose in

relating to subordinates. The continuum ranges from boss-centred

leadership, which is based on the use of managerial authority, to

subordinate-centred leadership, which promotes maximal freedom for

subordinates within limits defined by the superior. Seven types of

decision making or leadership behaviours were identified: "the manager

makes decision and announces it; manager sells decision; manager

presents decision and invites questions; manager presents decision

tentative subject to change; manager presents problem, gets suggestions,

makes decision; manager defines limits, asks group to make decision;

and manager permits subordinates to function within limits defined by

superior" (Tannenbaum & Schmidt, p. 16a).

In revlewlng their original wo¡k of 1958, Tannenbaum and
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Schmidt (L973b) noted that changing trends in management have

focused on an open systems theory which emphasizes subsystem

interdependency and the relationship between the organization and the

environment. In keeping with changing trends, the original continuum

model has been adapted. While managerial power was the primary factor

in the original model, changing trends such as unionism and group

action and the recognition of the impact of subordinate resistance has

resulted in a model that recognizes the power of both managers and

subordinates. Subordinates are now called nonmanagers and managerial

behaviors are constantly redefined by interactions between managers

and nonmanagers and environmental changes. Both managers and

nonmanagers are viewed as capable of changing the external boundaries

of their own organization and society.

Managerial Grid:

Blake and Mouton's grid approach to leadership is simila¡ to the

Ohio State studies which focused on consideration and initiating

structure and the Michigan State studies which focused on job-centred

and employee-centred behaviors. The gdd has two continuums that are

numbered i-9. Concern for people and concern for production are the

two continuums or variables from which five styles of leadership have

emerged. The 5,5 leader maintains output and employee morale at a

satisfactory level. The 1,9 leader has extreme concern for people, while

the 9,1 leader has extreme concern for tasks. The 1,1 leader has

minimai concern for production and people in contrast to the 9,9 leader
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who has extreme concern for both (Luthans, 1981).

A study conducted by Blake and Mouton (1982) determined that

the 9,9 styie was most often chosen as the superior method of dealing

with a variety of situations regardless of employee maturity.

SITUATIONAL TT{EORIES :

Mockler (1971) describes situational

in a jungle of theories. He accuses

oversimplified general theories that are

situational theory, multiple variables are

a leader should behave in a given situation.

The two key factors

favorability. Leadership style is

worker Scale, which asks leaders

theory as the unifying thread

past theorists of developing

incongruent with reality. In

considered in determining how

are leadership style and situational

determined by the Least Preferred Co-

to describe a person they worked with

Contineencv Theorv:

Contingency theory is based on the premise that group

performance is dependent on the motivational system of the leader and

the degree to which the leader has control and influence in a given

situation (situational favorableness). The theory views leadership as an

arena where the leader tries to achieve personal as well as

organizational goals (Fiedler & Chemers, 197 4).
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least we1l. On the basis of results, the individual is identified as either

a relations-oriented leader who is concerned with people or a task-

orientated leader who is concerned with getting the job done fiedler,

r972).

Situational favorability focuses interpersonal factors, task

structure and position power which may make it more or less difficult

for leaders to control and influence subordinates. The leadership style

is dependent on all three factors or situational favorability (Adams &.

Yoder, 1985).

Vecchio (1977) and Hill (i969) both conducted studies to

determine the validity of Feidler's theory. The results of both studies

show that the generalizability or predictability of the model in

determining leadership effectiveness has not been empirically proven.

Kabanoff (1981) reviewed studies using Fiedler's model and noted that

leadership style affects productivity when structural and situational

variables are controlled for. The major problem is that appropriate

criteria for measuring leadership effectiveness has not been developed.

Path-Goal Model:

Robert House (1971) used expectancy theory to develop the path

goal theory. According to expectancy theory, individuals behave in a

certain way because they expect that their behaviour will produce

sarisfactory results. Subordinates consider their abilities, ba:riers to and



support for goal attainment and

will be recognized and rewarded.

of followers and provides rewards

to clarify for subordinates

accomplishment of goals and

subordinates environment.

the degree to which

The leader facilitates

for results. The role

what behaviour will

reduce uncertainties
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goal attainment

goal achievement

of the leader is

lead to the

related to the

In the Path-Goal Model, there are four styles

behaviour: directive, supportive, participative and

orientated. Leadership behaviour is viewed as flexible.

considers personal characteristics of subordinates,

pressures and demands impacting on subordinates and

perceptions and motivation to determine what style

(Gibson et al., 1985).

of leadership

achievement

The leader

organizational

subordinate's

is appropriate

Gibson et al. (1985) identified the following weaknesses of the

model: the predictability of the model has not been firrnly established

and subordinate performance or behaviour may change leadership

behaviour rather than the reverse.

Life Cycle Theory\The Situational Leadership Model:

According to the Life Cycle Theory, there are four leadership

styles based on different combinations of directive and supporrive

leader behaviour. Directive behaviour refers to the extent to which the

leader tells followers what to do; where, when and how to do it and
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closely supervises. Supportive behaviour refers to the extent to which a

leader provides support and encouragement and allows followers to be

involved in the decision making process. The four leadership styles are:

high supportive-low directive, high supportive-high directive, low

supportive-low directive and low supportive-high directive. The style

used is determined by an assessment of job maturity and psychological

maturity of subordinates. Job maturity refers to the ability of the

individual to perform the job and is affected by prior education and

experience. Psychological maturity reflects the individual's motivation to

complete the task (Hershey &. Blanchard, 1982: Blanchard, 1983; &.

Hershey, 1984).

Hambleton and Gumbert (1982) studied managers and subordinates

to determine the usefulness and validity of the situational leadership

approach. They found that high performing managers had more

knowledge of the theory; were more flexible in leadership style

selection; were rated by themselves and subordinates as effective and

were more likely to rate their follower's performance higher in

comparison to managers not applying the theory correctly.

Vecchio (1987) studied high school principals and teachers to test

and explore the situational leadership theory in an organization. The

theory was most appropriate for subordinates who lack knowledge

reiated to the task and committment. On the results of the findings the

researcher suggested that subordinates who are skillful and motivated

may in fact do well in the absence of any leadership behaviors.
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Tran sformation al an d Tran s action al Leadershio

Burns (1978) identified two types of leadership: transformational

and transactional. Bass (i985a) noted that in organizations

the .lower order of improvement - changes in degree or marginal
improvement - can be seen as a resulf of leadeiship that is an
exchange process: a transaction in which followers' nèeds are met
if their performance measures up to their explicit or implicit
contracts with their leader. But higher-order improvements -calls

for transformational leadership.

Bass (1985b) completed a pilot study on 70 male senior executives

to deveiop a scale that measured transformational and transactional

leadership. Senior managers were asked to describe transactional

leaders. Transactional leaders were described as: treating others as

equals; providing a model of integrity; being fair; setting clear and high

standards of performance; being willing to share knowledge and

expertise; being helpful, supportive and a good listener; and providing

recognition. A comprehensive literature review identified additional

characteristics. Contingent reward and management by exception were

found to be the key factors in transactional leadership (Bass, 1985b).

Contingent reward denotes telling followers what ro do in order for

followers to achieve a desired rewa¡d. Management by exception refers

to a style of non-interference and directions aÍe only given if
standards are not met (Bass, 1988). Further studies supported the initial

findings.

Bass (1985b) discovered that cha¡isma, individualized consideration

and intellectual stimulation were the key factors in transformational
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leadership. Avolio and Bass (1988) noted that the leader with charisma

encourages others to have pride and self-respect, can readily identify

the important issues and has a sense of vision that is effectively

communicated to others. Individualized consideration refers to

responding to the needs of followers on an individual basis and

providing experiences that lead to the development of followers.

Intellectual stimulation focuses on the reframing of thinking, enabling

followers to analyze and solve problems.

The review of the major descriptive, behavioral and situational

leadership theories shows that no one theory can be viewed as either

complete or perfect and further research is required.

LEADERSHIP AND GENDER

Are male leaders and female leaders different? This question is not

easily answered as the findings in the literature are so variable. As

nursing is a female dominated profession, the effects of gender on

Ieadership do have implications for nursing leadership.

FEMALE SOCIALIZATION AND CAREER PATHS:

The traditional socialization process of women is distinctly

different from that of men. Little girls are rewarded for behaving in a.

manner that is considered feminine and emulates the traditional

behaviors of mothers. Girls who are aggressive, logical, analytical and
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male designated activities. Giris are not

but instead are protected and a passive

Spengler, 1976).
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are discouraged from pursuing

encouraged to be independent,

orientation results (Grissum 8L

Ireson and Gill (1983) identified that there afe a number of

variables that impact on a female's occupational choice. They include:

parental influence; social Structure variables such as class, race and

place of residence; school influences; peer influences; media influences

and individual cha¡acteristics such as values, abilities, knowledge and

personality.

The traditional model of female socialization may be incongtuent

with the actual socialization of future female leaders. A study of

successful managerial women completed by Hennig and Jardim (1977)

identified that the subjects' mothers fit the traditional female model.

The subjects' fathers confirmed thei¡ right to seek non-traditional

roles. The subjects developed masculine qualities yet identified

themselves as female. Hennig and Jardim noted "innate masculine traits,

might be better understood if they were seen as based on knowledge,

skitl and competence which boys develop by virtue of the kinds of

activities and relationships in which they engage, the ways of thinking

to which they are exposed and the rewards they win for mastery of

any of these things" (p. 93).

Kanter (1977) completed an observational study of leaders of all
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female professional groups in service organizations. She discovered that

structure or the situation was the key determinant of behaviour rather

than gender. Behaviors of female leaders could not be differentiated

from behaviors of male leaders.

GENDER AND LEADERSHIP TRAITS:

Brown (1979) completed a comprehensive review of studies on

women in leadership roles. He noted that results comparing male and

female leaders ate inconclusive; however, Sex-Stereotyping was evident

from the results. In the actual work situation, the belief that women

are ineffective leaders does not seem to hold true.

Keown and Keown (1982) studied 2l women who had achieved

corporate Success. The women in the study noted that: important

people were willing to listen to them; promotions were based on

competence; relations with superiors were quite good; and education,

having a mentor and luck were important in achieving success. They

perceived themselves as above average in positive attitude, self-

knowledge, intellectual ability and assertiveness. Female executives

tended ro use the selling style of leadership and participative style as

the second choice. Delegating and telling styles were used least. The

women relied on their expertise more than their positional power or

ability to provide rewards to subordinates.

Moore, Schaffer, Goodsell and Baringoldz (1983) studied
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undergraduate students to determine if there was gender-related

language differences in the leadership context. When the follower was

male, female and male leaders focused on quantities and quotas and

were frequently disapproving; however, when the follower was female

the focus was instruction. In this study, no gender-related language

differences in leaders were identified.

Donnel and Hali (i980) studied 2,000 managers to determine if

there were sex-based differences between the two $oups. Female

maxagers were found to be more concerned with opportunities for

growth, challenge and autonomy and did not exhibit a greater need to

belong than their male counterparts. Women managers tended to be

more mature and motivated towards high achievement. They were less

willing to share information with subordinates.

Bartol (1974) identified that prior research has shown that a high

need for dominance is related to leadership. She found that female

leaders' high need for dominance did not affect follower satisfaction.

Male followers were found to be less satisfied when led by a low need

for dominance female. Bartol (1985) completed a further study to

determine the effects of male versus female leaders on follower

performance and satisfaction. No major differences were identified.

Jacobson and Effertz (1,974) completed a study to determine if sex

role stereotypes affect perceptions of performance in a leadership

situation. Women in leadership positions were perceived by others and
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themselves as doing a better job than maie leaders despite performance

being equal. Males and females were found to enjoy the leadership role

equally well.

Van Der Merwe (1978) conducted a descriptive study of 100

women managers in Canada. The results were as follows: the majority

of women managers were over 30, unmarried and had no children; only

half of the respondents had university degrees or diplomas; the women

were most often employed in personnel departments; half of the

respondents believe men dislike working for a female; the majority of

women were promoted from within the organization; women managers

usually worked more than 40 hours per week; thei¡ success was

attributed to determination, competence, intelligence, interpersonal skill,

effort, aggressiveness and luck; and women identified discrimination,

management attitudes and low ambition and low self-esteem of women

as barriers to advancement.

In a comparative study to determine differences in performance

and behaviour patterns of male and female leaders, no differences were

noted in regard to human relation skills or administrative technical

skill. Female leaders were found to agree more, release more tension

and ask for more suggestions than male leaders (Wexley & Hunt, 1974).

The findings of this study differ from the results of a study done by

Forsyth, Schlenker, Leary and McCown (1985) to determine gender

differences in leadership. Female leaders' self-description focused on

their openness with others, social attractiveness and willingness to get
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along wirh others. Male leaders described themselves as powerful,

influential, skillful and dominant. Both groups, however, viewed task

abiiity as more important than interpersonal skiil. The results indicate a

conformity to traditional gender roles in society.

The variability of results indicates that there is no consensus on

trait differences between male and female leaders. Sex role

stereotyping, however, is a significant factor in gender focused

ieadership research.

GENDER AND BEHAVIORAL TIIEORIES:

Brown (L979) reviewed 13 studies that used behavioral theories to

determine behaviour differences between male and female leaders. Only

3 of the 13 studies noted any significant differences between male and

female leaders and these differences existed in studies conducted with

studenr participants rather than individuals in the workplace setting.

The foilowing were the differences identified: women scored higher on

consideration in one study; women were more task oriented in another

study and male leaders were found to be more domineering in the final

study.

Donnel and Hall (1980) studied male and female managers to

determine their assumptions about subordinate intent and competence

based on McGregor's Theory X and Theory Y. No significant difference

was found between male and female managers. Donnel and Hall also
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studied managers and subordinates using the Styles of Management

Inventory based Blake and Mouton's managerial gnd model- No

differences were found in style preference of male and female

managers. Subordinates' perceptions of style preference of male and

female managers showed similar results.

Kushel and Newton (1936) completed a study to determine the

effects of gender and leadership style on employee satisfaction- No

style differences were identified between male and female leaders.

Female subordinates were more satisfied with a democratic style of

leadership. A study of male and female undergraduate students

completed by Linomon, Barron and Falbo (1984) examined gender

differences in perceptions of leadership. Women who rated their

leadership ability as high usually described themselves as authoritarian

leaders in comparison to men who described themselves as democratic

leaders. A relationship between self-esteem and females self-rating as

authoritarian leaders and males self-rating as democratic leaders was

identified. Males were found to value an authoritarian style for others

but not themselves. Women valued an authoritarian style in themselves

and others. 'Women'S task performance was equal to their male

counterpafi.

Petty and Miles (1976) conducted a study to investigate sex-role

stereotyping in female-dominated organizations where both men and

women hold leadership positions. They found that: consideration

behaviour of female leaders is positively correlated with employee
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satisfaction and negatively correlated with employees' propensity to

leave; initiating Structure, for male leaders, was positiveiy correlated to

employees' Satisfaction with the supervisor and work motivation; and

female employees perceive initiating structure behaviors of male leaders

more positively than those of female ieaders. Some support was found

for the betief that sex-role stereotypes exist for the leadership role and

are common to both male and female employees.

GENDER AND SITUATIONAL T}IEORIES:

Bulla¡d and Cook (L975) used Fiedler's task-orientated and

relationship-orientated framework to determine whether: task-

orientated leaders were more productive; followers with a leader of the

same sex were more productive and the most productive individuals

would rate their teams as the most pleasant. 168 female undergraduates

and 168 male undergraduates were divided into groups on the basis of

results from the Least Preferred Co-worker Scale. Task-orientated

leaders and groups with leaders of the same gender were not found to

be more productive. There was some support for the hypothesis that

productive goups rate their teams as more pleasant.

The purpose of a study completed by Chapman (1975) was to

determine and compare the leadership styles of females and males and

to identify relationships between situational and biographical data and

leadership styles of both goups. All male and female respondents were

in leadership positions and had similar responsibilities and formal
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authority. The two groups were studied individually. Fiedler's Least

preferred Co-worker Scale and information about job and biog¡aphical

data were included in the questionnaire. There was no differences

identified between the ieadership style of males and females' The

researcher found that aS the number of males in a female leader's

group increased, a task orientated style was often the result. No other

relationships were identified. Gender of followers may be more

significant than the gender of the leader.

Powell, Butterfield and Mainiero (1981) completed a study of male

and female undergraduate students. The purpose of the study was to

determine if sex-role identity and sex were predictors of leadership

style. The Least Preferred Co-worker scale was used to measure

leadership style and The Bem Sex-role Inventory was used to measure

masculinity and femininity self-concepts. No difference was identified

between leadership styles of women and men. An association was found

between masculinity and task orientation and masculinity and

structuring behaviors. The researchers suggest that further study in the

area of sex-role identity and leadership is warranted.

On the basis of

that either support or

leaders and female leaders.

previous research, no conclusions can be drawn

refute that there are differences between male
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Leadership in nursing may

of the caring that is a part

between leadership and caring is

A variety of studies have been

nursing.

LEADERSHIP AND NURSING

be viewed as somewhat unique because

of the nursing role. The relationship

not well documented in the lite¡ature.

completed that focus on leadership in

NURSING AND CARING:

Watson (1979) describes nursing as the science of caring. "All

human caring is related to intersubjective human responses to health

and illness; a knowledge of health and illness,environmental-personal

interactions; a knowledge of the nurse caring process; self-knowledge,

knowledge of one's power and transaction limitations" (Watson, 1985,

p.29). Caring is viewed as an essential component of nursing. 'Watson

identified ten factors of caring: the development of a system of values;

the sharing of faith and hope; the development of a sensitivity to

others and oneself; the formation of a helping trusting relationship; the

promotion and acceptance of the expression of positive and negative

feelings; the use of effective problem solving in decision making; the

promotion of interpersonal teaching-learning; the provision of a

therapeutic environment; assistance with human need gratification and

attention to the uniqueness of the individual (p. 9-10). These factors

were identified to provide a framework for the study and understanding

of caring.
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Gilligan (1979) reviewed the literature and studied women

contemplating abortion to construct a feminine perspective of reality.

Gilligan's research identified that caring is a significant factor in

women's development and caring for others is generaliy a higher

priority than caring for one's self.

Knowlden (i988) used a grounded theory design to study nurse

caring as constructed knowledge that is derived from experiences in

nursing practice and education. Interpersonal communication - content

and relationships - was found to be the critical factor. Content related

to the teaching, assessment and physical care provided to patients;

while relationships were demonsnated by concern, progress and hope,

listening, building self-esteem, touching and humour.

Horner (1988) developed a caring model based on intersubject co-

presence. Intersubjective co-presence refers to sharing the realities of

another. Propositions of the model are: "(1) intersubjective co-presence

will enhance the perception of caring; (2) clarifying a client's

perception, through caring, may increase the attainment of humanistic

goals: (3) clarifying the perceptions, of nurses and clients, may increase

the instances of experiencing intersubjective co-presence in nursing" (p.

173). Sharing is a precursor to caring and is based on successful

interactions between individuals.

Hernandez (1988) used a phenomenological design to study caring

from the perspective of professional nurses. She found that professional
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nurse's caring is wholistic in perspective, is intrinsically satisfying, is

given without expectation of reward, and is developed through nursing

experience and formaNinformal learning. Availability of the professional

nurse was a critical component to caring.

Benner (1984) found that nurses tend to devalue or hide their

expert caring and that caring is not readily captured in a description of

nursing. Society, in general, is not comfortable with and does not value

caring because it denotes relying on others (Benner; Reverby, 1987).

Benner identified that recovery from illness relies on treatment but

cure ulúmately is reliant on a context of care.

On the basis of research, the characteristic

congruent with females, in general, and the profession

the nursing profession, caring is an essential and critical variable.

1S

In

of

of

canng

nursing.

NURSING LEADERSHIP AND GRADUATE EDUCATION:

Larsen (1984) used open ended interviews and a questionnaire to

study the career development of ten nurses with doctoral preparation.

Larsen found that the subjects' career was of primary importance and

the majoriry of a subjects' adult life focused on work and ongoing

education. Only 6 subjects identified having a mentor, however, the

ongoing support of female friends and colleagues was found to be

significant. Marriage or male relationships, children and family

relationships were other major components of the subjects' lives.
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inNurses in masters' programs in nursing who are interested

managerial roles tend to exhibit different personal attributes

than graduate students not so inclined. Hanson and Chater (1983)

found that graduate students who were interested in management were

more practical minded, sociable, conforming, dominant, expressive and

showed greater interest in their occupation. Hanson and Chater's study

failed to identify whether clinical interests or specialization was

controlled for in their resea¡ch. A study by Gilbert (1975), however,

found there was no appreciable difference in leadership potential

between med.ical-surgical graduate nursing students and psychiatric

graduate nursing students.

DESCRIPTIVE THEORIES:

Moore and Rickel (1980) studied women in traditionai and non-

traditional managerial roles to determine if they differed in personal

cha¡acteristics. The traditional group was comprised of nurses in

managerial roles. The non-t¡aditional group included managers in

business and industrial positions. Both $oups saw their career as

important. The nursing group, however, had more children, considered

the domestic role more important, were less achievement orientated and

less production orientated. The non-traditionalist group and women in

higher level positions in both groups viewed themselves "as being more

objective, decisive, logical, consistent, having leadership ability, being

firm, assertive and skilled in business matters" (p. 328).
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Vance (1917) studied nurse influentials or leaders in America. 9570

of the subjects had either a doctoral or master's degree and 657o were

educators. The following were identified as sources of influence: the

ability to mobilize groups, academic credentials, collegial support,

communication skills, creativity, credibility within the profession,

economic resources, expertise in an area in the profession,

innovativeness, intellectual ability, interpersonal skills, personality and

charisma, political access, involvement in activities of the professional

association, holding a position of power and prestige, research

abilities, visibility, courage and a willingness to take risks. Vance (1979)

found that the majority of the subjects had mentors and believed that

they had acted as mentors to others. Married participants identified

that their spouses were very supportive. 50Vo of the sample, however,

were single, divorced or separated and only 33Vo had children.

Kinsey (1986) replicated the study of nurse influentials originally

done by Connie Vance. A total of 42 nursing leaders were surveyed.

The results were as follows: 58Vo of the group held positions in

education while only IZVo held clinical positions; 627o of the group

worked in an urban setting; the median of hours worked per week was

60; on average, nurse influentials travel 30-40 days per year; 86Vo of the

group reported having a mentor; 74Vo of the group were involved in

research and authorship of books; 95Vo have had articles published and

88Vo of the group were involved in political activity. The group

generally considered communication skills, creativity, a willingness to
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take risks, interpersonal skills and professional credibility as key

sources of influence. The results of Vance's study (1977) and Kinsey's

were similar. This is not unexpected as 62Vo of the subjects

participated in both studies.

Read (1987) compared the achievement orientation of male

managers and head nurses. No major differences between the fwo

goups were identified. One minor difference noted was that male

managers scored higher on the competitivrn"r, ,.u1..

BEHAVIORAL THEORIES:

White (I91I) surveyed 43 nurses in managerial positions in a

general hospital. The subjects were each asked to identify the most and

least effective supervisor and describe their behaviours on an

established questionnaire. Effective managers were found to display

characteristics associated with a participative leadership style while

ineffective managers were found to display characteristics associated

with an autocratic style of leadership. The most effective style of

ieadership was characterized by: being sensitive to and supportive of

subordinates, showing trust and confidence in subordinates, sharing

information, utilizing the ideas and expertise of subordinates and

focusing on staff development and rewa¡ds rather than discipline. The

findings of this study are congruent with the results of a study by

Pryer and Distefano (1971) which focused on the subordinate

perceptions of leadership behaviour, job satisfaction and locus of
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control. The sample included nursing assistants and registered nurses.

Consideration was positively related to job satisfaction for all groups.

Initiating structure was found to be related to job satisfaction for

nursing aids supervised by registered nurses. Locus of control was not

found to be related to leadership behaviours for the registered nurse

group.

Gruenfeld and Kassum (1973) conducted a study ro determine the

relationship between supervisory style of nurses and perceived

organizational effectiveness. Organizational effectiveness was measured

on three dimensions: satisfaction with supervision, patient care and

organizational coordination. Quality patient care and satisfaction with

supervision were associated with high initiating structure and high

consideration. Organizational coordination was associated with initiating

structure but not consideration.

A study was completed by Duxbury, Armstrong, Drew and Henly

(1984) to determine if a relationship existed between staff nurse

perceptions of leadership style and staff nurse satisfaction and burnout

generally and in a neonatal intensive care unit. The sample consisted of

283 registered nÌrses from 14 neonatal intensive care units. Three

separate instruments were used to measure satisfaction, burnout and

leadership opinion. Head nurse consideration was found to be related to

staff nurse satisfaction and to a lesser degree, burnout. No relationship

was identified between initiating structuro and satisfaction or burnout.

In the clinical setting high consideration was found to protect against
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burnout andjob dissatisfaction related to high structure.

Lucas (1986) investigated the relationship between leadership

behaviors of deans of nursing and organizational variables. 240 deans

of accredited degree nursing programs were randomly selected. A

relationship was identified between consideration and faculty expertise.

Deans of faculties having a large number of staff prepared at a

doctoral level were found to have higher consideration scores. A

relationship was also identified between high initiating structure scores

and faculty expefiise, nursing educational tasks, institutional control,

institutional task and institutional size.

SITUATIONAL THEORIES:

Goldenberg (1980) studied 35 heads of nursing diploma programs to

determine if their leadership styies were consistent with Hershey and

Blanchard's situational leadership theory. The dominant style used was

low task/high relationship. The supporring style was found ro be high

task/high relationship. Style was found to be determined by follower

maturity. The key finding was the supportive behaviour exhibited by the

nursing leaders. Wakefield - Fisher (19s6) reported similar findings.

wakefield - Fisher studied doctoral faculty ro determine the

relationship between professionalizatíon of nursing faculty, leadership

styles of deans and faculty productivity. The Blanchard and Hershey

situational leadership model was used. The researcher found that low

task/high relationship and high task/high relationship styles occurred
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most frequently bY nursing deans.

Maguire (1936) compared staff nurses' perceptions of head nurses'

leadership style on primary nursing units and nonprimary nursing units.

Hershey and Blanchard's situational model provided the framework for

the study. Head nurses on primary nursing units were found to focus on

higher relationship directed behaviour than their counterparts in

nonprimary nursing units.

Yura, Ozimek and walsh (1981) developed a system's theory of

leadership after reviewing the leadership literature and testing their

findings. Leadership was found to be influenced by the leader's

knowledge and values. Four components of the leadership process were

identified: deciding, relating, influencing and facilitating. Communication

was a critical component in all categorios and goal achievement was the

end result. Power and flexibility are inherent in the leadership process.

Leadership is affected by the organization, family, follower personality,

character and needs and the needs and goals of individuals or groups in

society.

SUMMARY

A review of the major theories in leadership has identified that no

one theory has captured the essence of leadership. Studies focusing on

leadership differences based on gender are inconclusive and neither

refute or support the premise that differences exist between male
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leaders and female leaders. The relationship between caring and nursing

leadership has yet to be addressed by nurse researchers. A review of

the ieadership literature in nursing readiiy identifies a lack of research

that focuses on leadership in nursing. Research that has been

completed has generally utilized tools derived from the study of male

leaders in the business setting: The review of the literature supports

the premise that more resea¡ch is needed in nursing leadership,

particularly qualitative research, that identifies the nursing factor in

nursing leadership. The nursing factor would include effects of caring

and femaleness which are entwined in the profession.

The next chapter will describe the research methodology'

Reliability and validity issues will be addressed. Ethical considerations

will be outlined.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

This chapter includes an indepth description of the research

design. Strengths and weaknesses of the methodology, sampling

methods, subject recruitment and methods of data collection and

analysis will be included. Reliability and validity of the findings and

ethical considerations will be addressed.

DESIGN

A non-experimental descriptive design was selected. Polit and

Hungler (1983) identify that the purpose of descriptive studies "is to

observe, describe, and document aspects of a situation. Because the

intent of such research is not to explain or to understand the

underlying causes of the variables of interest, experimental designs are

not required" (p. 142). As the purpose of this stud.y was to describe

leadership in nursing, a non-experimental approach was appropriate.

Campbell (1977) suggests that knowledge in the area of leadership will

be severely limited unless we go beyond the use of questionnaires in

quantitative studies. To gain a more complete understanding of the

concept, naturalistic observations and descriptive studies are needed.

Lofland (cited in Patton, 1980) identified four key elemenrs for the

collection of quaiitative data: close proximity to the person\ituation

being studied, a clear goal to capturing what is seen or hea¡d, the art

of description as a primary tool, and documenting the spoken words of
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individuals. The major reason for using qualitative methods being that

information gathered has greater depth and detail in comparison to

information derived from quantitative studies (Patton).

A modified grounded theory approach was the qualitative method

of choice for this pilot study. Grounded theory is a rigorous merhod of

collecting and analyzing data. Hinds (1984) identifies six sreps ro rhe

grounded theory approach that are performed simultaneously rather than

individually. The steps are: open-ended data collection, content

analysis and coding of data to identify recurring themes or categories,

reviewing the literature, structured data collection based on identified

themes, hypothesis formulation and review of the entire process. The

process continues until no new categories aro identified. The

researcher has modified this approach. Due to time and financial

restraints and a limited sample size, all potential categories were not

identified. Multiple methods of data collection (interviews, observarion

and literature review) were used to increase the likelihood of total

saturation of each category.

An initial review of the literature preceded the data collection

process. Chenitz &. Swanson (1986) recognize that academic requirements

stipulate that a review of the literature be done before data collection.

The authors suggest that the initial review be used to provide direction

and purpose and to delineate the range and scope of the study. The

ongoing review of the literature should be done as a foçm of data

collection, focused and guided by findings from the entire data
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collection and analysis procedure.

There are several reasons why a grounded theory approach was

an appropriate choice for the study of nursing leadership. Chenitz and

Swanson (1986) identified that grounded theory is an appropriate choice

when prior research has not been done at a descriptive level and when

theory does exist but may need refining. Both are the case in the study

of leadership in nursing. In addition, grounded theory does not rely on

one unit of measurement, so triangulation is possible. Interviews and

field observations augment the ongoing review of the literature. Using

multiple approaches rather than one single method is recommended by

Yukl (1981) to reduce the limitations of any one single method.

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF THE METHODOLOGY

Several strengths and weaknesses of grounded theory methodology

have been identified. The most significant strength is that grounded

theory studies contribute to theory development. Secondly, as

categories are saturated, the rgsea¡cher's confidence in the findings and

credibiiity are increased. Interviewing and observations take place in

the natural setting, rather than controlled envfuonments, so an

individual's behaviour can be assessed in light of the specific context

of the situation and interactions with others. This provides both

background and meaning to the behaviour @merson & Davis, cited in

Chenitz &. Swanson, 1986). Stern (1985) further identified that validity

is increased as the researcher is not removed from the scene.
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There are several weaknesses associated with grounded theory.

Fi¡st and foremost, grounded theory research is a long and painstaking

process for both the researcher and the subjects. Subjects must be seen

several times in the data gathering and verifying process. For this

reason, subjects must be told at the onset the approximate amount of

time required of them. Secondly, grounded theory studies cannot be

replicated because each interview and observation is unique (Stern,

1985). Thirdly, results are generalizable to only the group from which

the data was obtained.

SAMPLING

In grounded theory a strategy called theoretical sampling is

utilized. Initially, the sample is selected because the phenomena of

interest is known to exist within that group. On the basis of findings,

the sample may be changed or increased to achieve the depth and

breadth required for each category as it emerges. This process

continues until all categories are saturated (Chenitz &. Swanson, 1986).

This approach was modified. Theoretical sampling was not used in this

pilot study. The target population included all nurse administrators in

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. According to Polit and Hungler "the

target population is the entte specified aggregate of cases about which

the researcher would like to make generalizations" (p. 411). Due to

time and financial constraints, it was not feasible to study such a large

group. Instead a selection of four nurses, employed in an

adminisnadve position in Winnipeg, comprised the sample. The
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of nursingfollowing criteria were specified for the

administrators in the sample:

1. The individual must be female.

2. The individual must have, at minimum, educational preparation

at the masters level or above.

3. The individual must presently be employed in an

administrative role and have, at minimum, three years of

administrative experience.

4. The individual must be directly responsible for a specific aroa

of nursing practice, resea¡ch or education and be employed in a

health care institution, a school of nursing or a community health

agency within the boundaries of the City of Winnipeg.

5. The individual must be in a middle management position

(supervisor or coordinator) or above.

SUBJECT RECRUITMENT

The subjects were sought from the roster at the Manitoba

Association of Registered Nurses (MARN). Following approval by the

Ethical Review Committee at the University of Manitoba, two copies of

the research proposal were sent to the MARN for their approval

(Appendix A). Permission for access was obtained from the research

committee of the Manitoba Association of Registered Nurses. The

MARN provided a list of names meeting the criteria. Through a

process of random sampling, using a tabie of random numbers, ten

individuais \ryere selected. The potential participants were contacted by
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individuals were selected. The potential participants were contacted by

telephone to provide a brief explanation of the study and solicit thei¡

involvement (Appendix B). The resea¡cher outlined the purpose of the

study, the length of contact expected and assured potential participants

that steps would be taken to ensure anonymity and confidentiality.

Prospective participants were mailed a written explanation. The written

explanation provided participants with a brief description of the study

and reiterated the time involved in participating in the study and rhat

anonymity and confidentiality were assured. The researcher provided

potential respondents with a telephone number so

further questions (Appendix C).

they could ask

During the initial interview, the consent form, which had been

approved by the Ethical Review Committee at the University of

Manitoba was signed (Appendix D).

DATA COLLECTION & DATA ANALYSIS

Data were collected through face to face interviews and field

observations. All interviews were tape recorded. All observations were

documented in written form. Upon completion of each interview each

tape was transcribed and with the assistance of a the software

program, Ethnograph (Seidel, Kloslth &. Seymour, 1988) the researcher

coded the data. The same procedure was followed for fîeld notes.

Through the analysis process, a large number of categories were

identified. Categories that were similar were grouped together as
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questions of this study which were called themes.
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the research

A review of the literature followed each phase of the research

process. The research process included four phases.

Phase one consisted of semi-structured face to face interviews,

approximately one hour to one and a half hours in length, with each

nursing administrator. Lofland (cited in Chenitz 8. Swanson) states

"qualitative interviewing is to construct records of action-in-process

from a variety of people who have likely performed these actions time

and time again" (p. 67). All respondents were asked questions

pertaining to demographic data. These questions were followed by the

interview schedule (Appendix E). The interview was deliberately general.

The questions focused on factors associated with and affecting nursing

leadership and prerequisites to the leadership role. Responses from the

participants guided the interview.

Phase two consisted of semi-structured face to face interviews,

approximately one hour in length. The pu{pose of second interview was

to expand upon the frndings from the initial interviews with all subjects

and include questions that emerged from the review of the literature.

The second interview schedule was developed following analysis of the

initial interviews and a review of the literature. Clarification and

verification of findings and analysis were also included. Respondents

were given the opportunity to recount anything further that has
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occurred to them since the last meeting.

Immediately following the second interview, the third phase of the

study was implemented. Phase three consisted of non-participant

observation of three of the subjects at work for approximately five

working days. The fourth subject could not be observed due to an

employment change. The researcher confined interacúons with the

subjects to seeking clarification of behaviors and meaning. Thorough

field notes of observations and interactions with the interviewer were

kept.

Phase four was the final stage of the study. The four nursing

leaders were interviewed individually for one half hour to one hour.

The purpose of the final interview was to verify the final analysis

which had identified specific themes, patterns and categories with the

subjects. Subjects were provided with the opportunity to identify other

categories which they believed to be significant.

RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY OF FINDINGS

In any scientific study, researchers must be concerned with the

validity and reliability of their findings. In qualitative studies, the

establishment of validity and reliability of findings is called

trustworthiness. Lincoln and Guba (1985) have identified four criteria

for judging the trustworthiness of the results of qualitative research:

truth value, applicability, consistency and neutrality.
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Truth Value: Truth value refers to credibility (I-incoln &. Guba, 1985).

Credibility was addressed through: (1) Prolonged engagement with the

subjects; (2) Several meetings with the same subjects to confirm the

findings; (3) Ongoing confirmation of findings during the period of non-

participant observation; (4) Multiple methods of data collection-

interviews, non-participant observation and literature review - to permit

triangulation.

Applicability: In qualitative studies, applicability is addressed through

transferability. Lincoln and Guba (1985) identify that transferability is

the problem of the individual attempting to apply the data to another

situation. The responsibility of the researcher is to provide enough

descriptive data So similar analysis or judgments can be made by others.

Applicability has been addressed through indepth presentation of data

so that analysis can be confirmed by others.

Consistency: In conventional studies consistency is established by

replication. Qualitative studies are not considered replicable so the

researcher must instead rely on the dependability. Dependability of the

findings was established through the audit process (Lincoln &. Guba,

1935). Two transcribed and coded interviews wero reviewed

independently by two nurse researchers and the members of the

researcher's thesis committee to ensure consistency in analysis and

interpretations of the data.

1SNeutrality: According Lincoln and Guba (1985) neutrality
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accomplished by ensuring objectivity. Objectivity was addressed in

several ways. The coded interviews were reviewed by two nurse

resea¡chers and the thesis committee. One nurse researcher had no

administrative experience while the other was experienced in nursing

administration. The auditor without experience served to reduce the

possibility of research bias, while the other auditor provided expert

opinion. There was general agreement on the analysis of the data.

Triangulation and confirmation of analysis by subjects contributed to

researcher objectivity.

ETHICAL CONS IDERATIONS

Prior to the implementation of the

from the Ethical Review Committee at

Approval to allow the researcher to utilize

the population was obtained from the

Manitoba Association of Registered Nurses.

study, approval was sought

the University of Manitoba.

the MARN roster to sample

Research Committee at the

The rights of the respondents were respected. Respondents were

provided with a verbal explanation via telephone and a written

explanation. A consent form was signed by all applicants. Subjects

were informed that:

1. Approximately three and one hatf hours of interview time and

five days of non-participant observation would be required.

2. They may choose not to answer any questions and could

withdraw from the study at any time without explanation.
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field notes would be identifiable by a code number only. Only the

researche¡ would know the identity of the respondents. Code

numbers and names would be kept in separate locked d¡awers.

4. All tapes would be erased and all field notes destroyed after

transcription.

5. Upon request, an abstract and\or copy of the entire

study would be provided to participants.

The researcher ensured that all interviews took place in a

comfortable environment. No risks were anticipated as a result of the

study. Should any difficulties have occurred, as a result of

participation in the study, the researcher, with the consent of the

respondent, would have assisted in procuring appropriate assistance.

While there were no direct benefits to any of the respondents; some

respondents may appreciate the indirect benefits. New knowledge was

generated in the aÍea of nursing leadership that may guide further

research: for example, an evaluation of previous nursing research

findings or an assessment of present nursing leadership education.

Through a better understanding of the concept of nursing leadership,

nursing administration and leadership roles may become more attractive

career alternatives for nurses.
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SUMMARY

This chapter has outlined the methods used to conduct a

descriptive research study of nursing leadership using grounded theory

methodology. Validity and reliability issues were addressed and the

data collection and analysis procedures were described. Measures to

prorect the ethical rights of subjects were identified. The next chapter

will present the results of the study.
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This chapter will include

comprehensive description of

synonymous with the research

reviewing emerging categories.

presented.

CHAPTER IV

RESI.JLTS

a description of the subjects as well as a

the data. The identified rhemes are

questions. Patterns were developed after

Data supporting the categories wilt be

Description of Subjects

Four subjects were randomly selected. The subjects ranged in age

from 34 to 58, with a mean age of 44. Three subjects were currently

mar¡ied and one subject was widowed. Three of the subjects had

children. Three of the subjects received their initial education ar

diploma schools of nursing. One subject received her inirial nursing

education at a university. Two subjects had undergraduate degrees in

nursing. One subject had a Bachelor of Arts degree. one subject had a

Bachelor of science Degree and a Degree in Health services

Adminisr¡ation. Two subjects had Master of Nursing degrees, while the

other two had either a Master of Health Services degree or a Master of

Business Administration degree respectively. Two of the participants had

completed certificate programs. one had completed a program in

clinical specialization and three management related programs. The

other subject had compieted two management programs.
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All subjects had worked as general duty nurses. The length of

experience in general duty nursing ranged from 1 to 5 years with a

mean of 2.75 years. Three of the subjects had been employed as

educators for a period ranging from 1 to 5 years. Three of the subjects

had completed formal research studies. The subjects had been employed

in administrative positions for a period ranging from 5 to 15 years,

with a mean of 9 years. While the administrative titles varied, all

individuals were presently employed as the senior nursing officer or

second in the organization's nursing hierarchy. Two of the subjects

identified that they were active in the Manitoba Association of

Registered Nurses and none reported being active in the Canadian

Nurses Association. All reported that they were active or affiliated

with other professional groups. Only one subject reported that she had

published 4 articles. All subjects had given presentations at nursing

conferences. AII subjects subscribed to professional journals. The

number of professional journals subscribed to ranged from 2 to 8, with

a mean of 4.

FINDINGS OF TT{E STUDY

Three themes emerged from the

identified were congruent with the

developed to describe the nature of

themes are Prerequisites to Leadership,

Factors Affecting Nursing Leadership.

distinct patterns. Various categories

analysis of the data. The themes

research questions that were

leadership in nursing. The th¡ee

Key Concepts of Leadership and

Al1 themes were found to have

were included under related
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categories (Table 1). The ongoing review of the literature added further

clarity to the themes, patterns and categories. The verification and

cla¡ification process that was ongoing with each of the subjects ensured

confidence in the developed themes, patterns and categories.

The data will be presented by identified themes. Each theme shall

be further separated into patterns and categories. Themes, patterns and

categories shall be defined, as necessary, to ensure understanding.

Each category shall be supported with excerpts from the data. In each

category only one response from each participants will be provided as

examples to support analysis. To protect participants' confidentiality,

participant comments shall be identified by the title "subject".

Observations made by the researcher will be identified by the title

"researcher".
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TABLE 1

THE NATURE OF LEADERSHIP IN NURSING

TIIEME : LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT'

Pattern : Prior Experience

Categories:

Family
Education
Clinical Nursing Background
Role Models
Previous Leadership Roles

TÉIEME: KEY CONCEPTS OF LEADERSHIP

Pattern: Characteristics

Categories:

Creative
Knowledgeable
Flexible
Intuitive
Persuasive
Empathetic
Confident
Risktakers
Visionary
Agents of Change
Commitment

Pattern: Values

Categories:

Patient Care
Status/Image of Nursing
Collegiality
Balance Between Personal & Professional Life
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Pattern: Skills

Categories:

Communication
Interpersonal
Information Gathering
Strategizing
Decisionmaking
Collaboration
Problem Solving
Management

Pattern: Duties

Categories:

Defining the Boundaries of Nursing
Role Modelling
Teambuilding
Developing Others
Ongoing Self-development

TFIEME: FACTORS AFFECTING NURSING LEADERSHIP

Pattern: Followers

Categories:

The Person
Experience

Pattern: Organization

Categories:

Unionism
History
Structure

Pattern: Society

Categories:

Needs/Demands
Health Care Funding
Status of 'Women
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Theme 1: Leadership Development

Evidence from the data supports the concept that leadership in

nursing is the result of a personal and professional developmental

process that takes place through childhood experiences, educational

experiences and professional socialization. One pattern was identified

from the data under the theme Leadership Development: prior

Experience.

Pattern 1: Prior Experience

Prior experiences both in the family of origin and within the

profession were identified as important to the development of

leadership capabilities. All subjects referred back to prior experiences

as either assisting them in their development as leaders or providing

support in their overall development. The comments that were made

provide strong evidence that past experience is a significant element in

nursing leadership.

l. Subjecr: My_ experiences over the years have helped me to
become more fluent i.n my- thinking and more smo^oth in my
operation because I have buitt up a lot of confidence anä
knowledge- over 

. 
the years. I've learned from my experiences, my

experiential learning and from my theoretical knowledge. All ha:s
improved over the years. so those things have ðontributed to
different behaviors.

?. . Subject: Personal experiences, the community that I was in
during my yourh, family, school, yes, definiteiy university, both
degrees.

3. S.ubject: I had a strong clinical base, a wide variety of
experiences. I've worked with a wide variety of people both in the
international scene and that requires a lot of learniig. some vsry
painful experiences, but it has taught me a lot about myself.
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The experiences identified by the subjects have been divided into

five categories: Family, Education, Clinical Nursing Background, Role

Models and Previous Leadership Roles.

Category 1: Family

Alt subjects related that family experiences had some impact on

their development as future nursing leaders. Alt subjects were

encouraged or challenged by family members or youthful experiences to

develop as individuals in the way of their choosing.

1. Subject: I think that growing up on a farm, as one of three
gitls, no man around, during the war... I didn't grow up with any
male role model that set my mind to any preconceived notion
about what men should do and what women should do. For my
time, I was considered something of a rebel. I was a rebel and a
rabble rouser because I never accepted the stereotypical view of
what women could or should do. I learned very early to rely on
me. Not that I don't accept help from anybody, I do, but I don't
go out asking for it. I think maybe my upbringing had a lot to do
with that. I'm English and there is a strong independent streak in
English people and it was well developed in me.

2. Subject: I had the fortune of coming from a very loving,
caring family, who supported you no matter what you did, and
always supported you in what you wanted to do, and making what
you were doing at the time a very important activity and tried to
find out where you were in terrns of what is going on in your
life.

3. Subject: The family history was basically to do whatever you
were going to do, to do it well and put a hundred percent effort
into anything you choose to do. It really didn't matter what you
wanted to do... I think that did encourage me not to be happy
with the status quo but to always look at new frontiers and to be
witling to risk ^and we were certainly encouraged to risk. The
safety of the home was where you came back to but you needed
to risk. That was an expectation, that one wasn't necessarily
happy with the status quo and kept moving ahead.
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4. Subject: I had a close relationship with my father and I
bounced things off him and he was very accommodating and he
gave me a lot of encouragement.He saw me as someone who could
get people to do things.

Category 2: Education

As alt the subjects had educational preparation at a Master's level,

the identification of education as a critical factor in their development

is hardly surprising. All subjects saw value in their education for a

variety of reasons; however,

development. One subject

respect from others while

reaffirming the correctness

recognized as a vehicle

critical thinking skills.

all view education as important to their

acknowledged that education is a basis for

another viewed education as a method of

of past actions. Education was also

for attaining self-knowledge and learning

1. Subject: Educational preparation affects leadership because it
keeps you on top of things, makes you aware of up and coming
trends. It makes you be able to give more of yourself. It gives
you more respect because if you have knowledge you are able to
impart knowledge to others. People respect you for that, they
need you and you're giving them something that they can use.

2. Subject: I studied organizational psychology. I studied a lot of
psychology courses. I studied a lot of statistical courses as well.
Many of the psychology courses were zeroing in on leadership,
organizational leadership types. Many times when I was reading
these things, the theories, the behaviors, and so oil, I was reading
what I had done almost by instinct and then I realized, this is
what I should have been doing. So it was reinforced through
education...
I learned in the Masters of Business Administration program that
the very fust step in probiem solving is to identify the problem.

3. Subject: The Master's program, in particular, I think was a
good founding ground for the kinds of activities that you go
through, in engaging in an administrative role. I found that in
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doing a resea¡ch project for instance in my Master's program, it
gave you the ability to learn that everything doesn't work out
necessarily the flrrst time around, but it doesn't hurt to go back
and do things over again and to rethink things and to tearn when
you a-re rethinking things through.

4. Subject: In the Master's program or at the baccalaureate, ail
those courses. The one that keeps haunting ffio, is the one in the
baccalaureate progam where it was basicátly a group process for
3n entire, year. I remember I was horrified that we 

- wére moving
into a class where there was absolutely no curriculum and therè
was this horrible experience of sitting in this group, night after
night, and 

_ 
the professor saying nothing and télling us norhing

until rve finally got through all those stages of anger and
frustration. until the group themselves developéd that process of
what it is that they wanted to learn and so on and- so forth.
There was just an awful lot of self-knowledge that occurred in
that process and. to me it was one of the most significant learning
processes, very painful but very worthwhile.

Category 3: Clinical Nursing Background

All subjects in the study had previous clinical nursing experience.

This experience has not been forgotten but rather is integral to the

leadership role in nursing. Clearly, clinical experience is valued by the

subjects and provides a base of understanding for the practice of

nursing and awareness of the concerns of practicing nurses.

1. subject: I. don't believe in an individual without nursing
experience coming in - and being in charge of nurses because theydo not know, they. do not ha¡e a concept of what is taught ò
these nurses. They have never had any hands on care to knñ the
type of care. to deliver. How can they measure the quality of care
when they don't know what quality is?

2. Subject: I think it was very important for me to work as a
bedside nurse and I'11 tell you why- It was important to have at
least t!3t one yeq of pracice 9l the unir, ro gèt the feering thara staff nurse has, in working in a predominantry female
profession, _ in a very structured setting anã dealing 

-with 
the

problems that nurses deal with on units. I mean I have been the
one registered nurse on nights with an aid that didn't speak
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English, trying to take care of 60 patients on a unit. I mean I
know the stresses of shortages of staff. I know what it is like to
be stretched to the limit, so I have an appreciation for the types
of issues, the types of concerns our staff have on units.

3. Subject: I had five yeals of, I would say, fairly direct patient
care and I think a lot of people would say yes but it was so
scattered that it was in so many different areas and I fully agree
with that. But the learning \¡/as principal based, it was
physiologically based, it was not procedurally based. I never
learned that way. I am not terrified of being thrown into a
clinical situation I have never dealt with because I feel very
strongly about my knowledge base. I could probably relate ro
almost atl of the clinical issues that people are facing. I have
either experienced them myself either first hand or second hand.

4. Subject: WeIl it didn't matter that you were a student nurse,
you were the nurse. It was you and one other student nurse being
the only people in charge of a ward. We met many challenges.
Yes, there was a supervisor but it may be a half an hour after
you paged her before she got there. You either handled it or
called a panic stat before she got there. In the end you handled
many of these crises.

Category 4: Role Models

RoIe models identified were within the family of origin anüor within

the realm of professional experience. Th¡ee subjects identified family

members as role models.

A role model is "a person whose

imitated by others" (Webster's, 1985, p.

was identified as an important eiement

behavior in a particular role is

l02L>. Having had role models,

in each subject's development.

person
lights.

in my
some

had to
aspired

1. Subject: My father was my role model. He was a strong
and being a iawyer, as well, you saw him in very different
When my daddy said something people had to listen.

2. Subject: In terrns of my family, I had role model
mother. My mother is a nurse and she was always on
committee, was a careerist, and wasn't working because she
work. But her career was important to her and she always
to leadership positions, not just in her career, but in her life.
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3. Subject: My husband, while he lived' He was. a _university
graduate and'before I went I back to university...He liked
úniversity and he was a. university professor before the wâr, and
maybe he had some influence. He kept saying why don't yo_Ì 99
back to university, why don't you pick up a course or two. You'd
really enjoy it.

Role models within the profession were also significant; however,

not all role models were identified as being positive.

1. Subject: Some negative role models, that I thought, my- God! If
that pðrson can do 1t and do such a ghastly job, I could go in
there and do a lot better.

2. Subject: My personal perspective is that I can't ask anyolg in
the agency to do something unless I can grve them - some guidance
on it. I've worked with supervisors who sent me off on a trail to
do something and when I needed someone to bounce ideas off or
whatever. I - could never get it because there was the paucity of
knowledge in the area. I didn't expect my supervisors to know all,
but certainly to have enough knowledge to give you some
guidance.

3. Subject: There is little doubt about it. I looked at the people in
leadership roles within the institutions or the educational
institutions and again looked at what I liked and what I didn't
like. I think I evaluated people in their role and I certainly
identified what I supported or what I did not support. Those kinds
of experiences helped me to decide what I would do or not do
within a leadership role.

Two of the subjects identified having positive nursing role models

while they were completing their nursing education.

1. Subject: The one significant person that comes to mind is
professor X from university. There were times, I'm sure
èverybody has, when they are going through thtg university
yearl that they question what they are doing. I remember
specifically an instance where I thought this was not going to be
my chosen field and she sat down with me and we went over the
reâsons why I went into nursing and why I was thinking that
perhaps it -wasn't for me. I guess it was because of her that I
stayed with it. She was just, she had the foresight that a nursing
leader needed, that as students made our lives much easier. And



she was someone that you could
associated with. As a professional,
me.

Positive role modelling was important

subjects and was experienced in educational

negative role models had
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look to and feel proud to be
she's an important person to

to the development of all

settings and family setting.

occurred in the practice

2. Subject: I can think about various people, people in all .of the
learning experiences like in the diploma program, and in the
baccalaureate program and in the master's proglam. All of those
areas, very defiñitely, who I would consider leaders in nursing
that had a great impact on me. I know that especially in- th9
diploma program, I módeled my behaviour as a new grad on _*h-a! J
haã seen with a couple of my teachers. I recognize that. I think
what I saw in them was a professionalism that I that I copied. I
would say I had a mentor right in the diploma progrqm. It ended
when the diploma program ended. I mean you didn't continue. I
think I was always afraid to request the continuation of the
mentorship relationship so if I might have requested it rygttt have
continued but I didn't request it. I think there is always the
dilemma of the student teacher thing and when the class course is
over you kind of give up that relationship especially at that point
in a diploma program. And I had the same kind of experience in
the bacèalaureate program. Again I saw an individual who I felt
was truly a leader and there were various things she did in the
clinical area that really impressed me. The way that she practiced
her profession was very significant and I mimicked some of that
and some of it went because it just didn't fit with me but it
certainly helped me to identify what I feit was significant in
leadership in nursing. I experienced the same thing in the master's
level again with one of the professors that I was very impressed
with. I must admit by that point, I looked at everybody with a

little bit more jaded eyes than I did in the other two programs.

Experience with

setting.

Category 5: Prior Leadership Roles

Two subjects identified

contributed to their development

experiences were in nursing groups.

that prior leadership roles

as nursing leaders. Neither of

had

these
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1. Subject: Every time I joined a group, guess who was chairman?
It would be me. So people saw me as a leader. When I started to
say something people would take notice of what I was saying.
Sometimes in the group I would sit back and I would be absorbing
whatever they would be saying and then I would just draw a
conclusion from that, what they were saying and then make my
own personal contribution. I thought I was listened to and
sometimes that was scary because many of the other people had
good information as well and I thought people were inclined to go
with what I was saying.

2. Subject: I think the role in the volunteer group, the X
certainly had a very significant role in both consolidating some of
my learning and experience and also giving me the forum to try
out some skills related to leadership. Facilitating groups, bringing
warring factions together and providing a conciliatory role in that
but also providing a vision for what could be and assisting a
group of people and I would consider marginal people, in this case
women, to explore frontiers that they would normally might not
have explored and so I think having had that experience... it was
seven years in that organization and the last two years as
president that it really it gave me an opportunity ro learn a whole
lot about myself but also what I was capable of as a leader. That
was a very significant, there is no doubt about that.

Leadership experience, either

important for two subjects. Through

to identify leadership potential,

knowledge.

intentíonal or unintentional, was

the experience, subjects were able

developskills and increase self-

Theme: Ke)¡ Concepts of Leadership

The second theme, Key Concepts of Leadership, is a broad theme

that includes three separate patterns: Characteristics, Values, Skills

and Duties.
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Pattern 1 : Cha¡acteristics

A cha¡acteristic is "a distinguishing trait" (Webster's, 1985, p.

227). Nursing leaders identified several personal characteristics that

were significant. Related categories include: CTeative, Knowledgeable,

Flexible, Intuitive, Persuasive, Empathetic, Confident, Visionary,

Risktakers, Agents of Change and Commitment.

Catesorv 1: Creative

Creativity is defined as the ability

imaginative skill (Webster's, 1985, p. 304). Being

was generally related to change or improvement

nursing. Nursing leaders believe creativity

characteristic.

to produce through

creative or creativity

in patient services or

is an important

1. Subject: Right now, in the health care system, we ar9 looking
at community 

- orientated programs; getting people out of hospital
ea¡lier. 'We are looking at day hospitals and so on and so on. And
I feel as a health care giver in middle management you should be
right in there and come up with ideas.

2. Researcher: In a meeting with her boss the subject related what
had occurred during a meeting with consultants who were
employed by the institution. The subject recounted some of the
suggestions and alternatives she had provided them with that was
coifeffective, yet still provided support for the unit nurses.

3. Subject: I changed the confîguration of the room. I _changed the
method of preseñtation, broke it down into smaller groups'
changed the Configuration of the room, used different methods for
the flip-boards and different kinds of things. I told them not to
bring âny kind of pens or pads because we have gleat- copiers and
wriÈrs and scribei but tò sort of sit there and do some
responding. That can be quite difficult in terms of it's a new
activity. I knew from myself that to try to use that large $oup



to get to the point that I wanted to was
me. That was not a strong way of doing
another way that I was going to get what I wanted.

4. Researcher: The subject had created a
scheduling staff that was efficient but srill
meet the personal needs of staff.

not
it
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going to work for
for me. There was

new method of
flexible enough to

Category 2: Knowledgeable

Knowledgeable is defined as "having or exhibiting knowledge and

intelligence" (webster's, 1985, p. 666). Knowledge refers to knowing

something through experience or association (Webster's, p. 665). Self-

knowledge was identified as a personal strength. Subjects note that

knowing oneself witl enhance and improve your leadership and

confidence and assist in identifying areas for personal improvement.

i. Subject: You have to re-cognize you¡ strengths and you have
recognize your weaknesses. You have to have the capabiiity to
something about it.

to
do

?. subject: -.I think you have ro know who you are before you can
lead or coordinate or manage a number of people.

3. Subject: If you know you're good at certain skills and that's
gne thing that I find even with the staff around ñe, not only isit a self awareness but awareness of the ability of people aróund.yog-. In terms of self-awareness, if you find -that 

you 
- 
can workwell within one type of, say method of delivery, method òr

instituting change, then you should frame your processes in that
format.

! subject: The experience taught me a lot about myself and the
integration of rhai learning - in practice areas ati¿ then ;h;
c.ontinued. _learning in the educational areas really made me believè
that I did have the^ ability and now the self 

-knowledge to Lno*
what I needed ro do to facilitate growrh in other people.
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Knowledge of the organization was identified as being an

important to nursing leadership. Organizational knowledge is general,

rather than specifically related to details about the organization.

1. Subject: You have to know about the organization that you
work in.

2. Subject: You have to have knowledge of the process of the
function of the unit that you are managing, or the organization,
the overall function. I don't think you have to be the expert in
all levels of procedure and process within in your organization. I
think you need to certainly know the basic principles.

3. Subject: A nursing leader should have a feeling for the agency
and what's going on, and a feeling for their department.

4. Subject: If you are an individual who is knowledgeable about all
those other ares, it is pretty easy for that individual to move into
an organization and quickly case the joint and know what's going
or, know where the power sits etc. and recognize what they can
or cannot do within an organization.

Nursing leaders noted

knowledgeable about issues in

Issues identified by the leaders

shortages. The image/status of the

reviewed under the theme Values.

that keeping informed or being

the nursing profession was important.

included nursing education and nursing

nurse was also identified but will be

1. Subject: From the professional perspective, there is a lot of
emphasis being placed on education right now for us as
professional, you want to keep studying.

2. Subject: We have so much quandary over the entry to practice
issue. It impinges on us here in this agency on a day to day basis
because there is such a split in nursing, in general, around the
issue.

3. Subject: I make it a point to watch the staffing because
are nursing shortages happening all over. V/e haven't felt it
to any great extent.

there
here
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Category 3: Flexibiliq¿

Flexibility refers to "a ready capability to adapt to new'

different, or changing requirements" (Webster's, 1985, p. 472).

1. Subject: I do not believe that somebody should have tunnel
vision 

-an¿ say this is the only way. If you have tti.4 something
this way or if you have been doing it like I said before,- if you
have bèen doing this a long time, there is no reason that you
cannot look at another way of doing things.

2. Subject: There is a lot of $ey. And if you are smart ygu wit_l

listen to the people who are promoting something perhaps I
believe that I don'i want, or I don't agree with, but you should
listen anyway because it could change, refocus your perspective 9r
change even a small paft of it by some information that you'll
glean from their observation.

3. Subject: I think that you'd be pretty foolish if you thought that
at some point in time that you didn't need other people to, or you
closed your mind so much to think that you knew it all, and that
there wasn't anybody else who could provide you with a different
perspective on it, because you lose so much if you don't.

One subject did not view flexibility as a distinct characteristic but

rather as a component of creativity.

1. Subject: I see flexibility as part of creativity and I think that
is what is important for a leader.

Categor-v 4: Intuitive

Intuition is "the power or faculty of attaining to direct

knowledge or cognition without evident rational thought and inference"

(Webster's, 1985, p. 635). Intuitiveness was identified as a significant

characteristic by all the nursing leaders. Intuition, however, generally
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was not viewed as the sole consideration in decision making or problem

identification.

1. Subject: Gut reaction, it has to be there. Of course' Sometimes
you juit have a hunch about something and that hunch is Sping
ärouná in your head. On paper this looks pretty good, but I have
a hunch. My intuition is telling me that it's not so right.

2. Subject: I think intuition has a place ,in any leadership, to a

certain extent. I don't think you can do everything based on
intuition. But I think your intuition comes, is it intuition or the
skill of listening.

3. Subject: Intuitiveness. I think that it has a role in balancing
some decisions. You have a rating scale, you have an interview
panel, but I still rely on intuition and in tenns of some, that's not
iOO percent what anybody's decision is placed on but I listen to
those 

^ linle messages 
- and that is one example where intuitiveness

is important.

4. Subject: I don't know where intuition comes from other than I
know ihat when I sit down with people or when I, in any
relationship with people I can quickly get to the hea¡t of the
issue.

Catesorv 5: Persuasive

PersuaSive Comes from the root persuade which means "to advise,

urge" (Webster's, 1985, p. 878). While persuasiveness was identified as a

significant characteristic by three of the nursing leaders, this

characteristic appears to be one that is used with consideration.

1. Subject: I felt that I could persuade people because of my
persuasive attitude, persuade people in the right direction.

2. Subject: I had quite a lobbying job to do. V/e talked about it at
length, 

- I gave them the procedures, let them read it, write their
comments out, give them back to ffio, called another meeting. I
had a meering rhat I required their attendance at. One hundred
percsnt attendánce was required. If they were off-duty they gqt

þaid for the time, to give them a chance to ventilate and ask
questions and to think about it. When we did initiate it last
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Monday, a week ago Tuesday rather, again it has gone ver!, very
smoothiy.

3. Subject: If you know how to work with people and if you feel
strong enough about it, you can try your techniques of
persuasion. If it is not an issue that is going to make or break
you and you don't have to win every conflict every time, let it go
and don't worry about it.

Category 6: Empathetic

Empathetic is the act of understanding and being sensitive to the

feelings of others (Webster's, 1985, p. 407). Th¡ee subjects believed that

they could be described as empathetic and this was important in their

leadership role. When the last subject was asked the to verify whether

this was true for her, the response was an emphatic no.

1. Subject: I think that perhaps I am a very caring person, and in
everything that I do, even in looking after students that come to
the hospital. I have never forgotten my days as a student. I
remember how I was treated and the care and the nurturing that
I needed. And I always look back at that and I always remind
staff, now remember that you were a student, so give them the
opportunity to learn. And so, in that respect I feel that, I am
caring and that I like people to explore, I like people to get
ahead.

2. Researcher: Subject spoke with assistant on how a nurse who
was having difficulties was doing. In looking at nurses hours the
needs of individual nurses in terrns of family priorities were
considered in addition to providing good client service.
Assignments were kept quite flexible.

3. Subject: If a mother has two children at home and doesn't
have time to participate in whatever, or the department because
they have a different set of priorities. You have to understand
that. You can't sort of say , well that person doesn't ca¡e.
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Category 7: Confident

Confidence

(Webster's, 1985,

experience.

is defined as "faith in

p. 275). Confidence was

oneself and one's powers"

viewed as an end result of

1. Subject: My experiences over the years have helped me become
more fluid in my thinking and more smooth in my operation
because I have built up a lot of confidence and knowledge.

2. Subject: I think that as long as one isn't frightened by that
and knows basically what needs to do be done in any clinical
situation one finds themselves in. I think staff feel confident,
begin to feel more confident in your own ability. I know as a
educator that was something that came across loud and clear. I
tended not to give students easy assignments because I felt
confident that in handling any of the patient loads and I wanted
students to feel confident. I was there to support them and we
could work the problems together but I didn't give them easy
loads and that basically forced them to move through very quickly
and to find a way of handling situations. But that was because of
my own confidence in the clinical area.

3. Subject: You can miss a good opportunity just because you
don't really believe in yourself and you don't feel confident that
you can do a good job, so you fail to take the opportunity.

Category 8: Risktaker

A risktaker is an individual who is willing to expose themself to

to danger, hazud or loss (Webster's, 1985, p. 1018). Risktaking is

believed to be an important characteristic of nursing leaders. The

results of risktaking are not always positive and two subjects noted

that you must weigh your decision to take the risk very carefully. An

interesting point raised by some subjects was that losing or failing did

not always deter the subjects. V/eighing the possibilities of success was

significant to some subjects.
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1. Subject: What I mentioned, risktaking. If you believe in
something, you have a strong sense of conviction about
something, then you have covered your bases...one, two, three,
four and so on. Then if your conviction is that strong, then you
should be able to sell your product, bring it forwa¡d and say okay,
we may fail or we may run with it. This is what I meant by risk
taking.

2. Subject: I think you are always, you're always taking risks.
Some big, some small.

3. Subject: Risk taking. Yes, particularly on the projects that we
worked on. Sometimes risks haven't always paid out, panned out,
but sometimes they've paid back in a great fashion.

4. Subject: Risktaking. Well I think that it relates to being willing
to try new things, move outside the status-quo, reframing
situations, all of those kinds of dimensions. I think being
prepared to deal with responses, because you choose to work in a
different way. That's what risk-taking is for me. It's a
willingness to move outside of the normative frame of reference,
the norrnative way for doing things. I think that you need to be
smart about doing that. I think that you need to be ca¡eful about
it, and you need to constantly evaluate whether you're willing to
take it at this time and so sometimes I choose not to because,
the fall-out will be too great, and so you need to wait sometimes
for a while.

Two subjects suggested that risktaking should not be viewed as

only a characteristic of nursing leaders but as an important

characteristic to be developed in all nurses. Two subjects identified

that part of the role of a leader was to facilitate risktaking in nurses.

1. Subject: I think nurses particularly need to be assisted to move
outside of the procedural and to move into the professional and I
think the safest way to do that and the way to facilitate that on
the part of the leader is to encourage risk taking, to be
supportive as they do that, to encourage self evaluation and
encourage self-motivation, to encourage self-directedness. Now I
know that may be unrealistic for a lot of people but I still believe
that is possible. I just think that it'll take longer for some
people but that's basically my philosophical bent.

2. Subject: I've taken an awful lot of risks throughout my life. I
have been one that's been very fortunate in type of career moves
and things that have come my way. But I've also given up a lot
at different times and taken the risk, and I do it all the time.
There are people that I've gone to school with, there are people
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that I look back upon and they haven't changed. They haven't
moved any-where in their career because they've decided to take
the. .steady-Ed-dy kind of pathway and nor dóne anything different.I think we have ro that in nursing, in general, in 

- 
ordei to make

changes and to broaden our sphere.

Risktaking is nor always supported by others and can create

difficulties for nursing leaders.

l. Subject: - An4 that risk raking that we end up doing at times
because we've become too cautious... it is an incrediblJ disservice
and I think that's why I've seen nursing leaders who I consider
real leaders eventually just moving out. I think it leads to burn
out and I'm very distressed about that. I keep hoping that I can
handle that, those resfriction, that restrictiveness sõ that I don't
lose the risk taking, the willingness to take risks. After a while
you _say .well what is the point of constantly purting yourself into
the breach when .in fact yop know what yõu'li end irp doing is
perhaps marking time there for an extended- period of time. -And
as_ soon as you staft marking time you waste an incredible amount
of energy and I think that leads to classic burn out.

2-. subject: After my research I started exploring and found outthat there were programs available, and I - founá out that there
was a contre for specialized 9treu and then I did feasibility studiesto see 

_ 
just hg* this would fit into our srructure and surð enoughit worked with a lot of resenrment from the allied professionals.

The doctors for example. They didn'r Iike it initially.

Category 9: Visionar)¡

Webster's (1985) defines vision as

foresight" (p. 1318). Three subjects identified

nursing. The vision of all the

professionalization and improved status of nursing.

"unusual discgrnment

that they had a vision

subjects related to

or

for

the

1. ^subject: I gu.ss my vision for nursing is that it wilt become a
profession, that that the body of knowledge will be discrete and
distinct and and our practice area will be very clear.



2. Subject: I would like to see

like, people who make up the
self confident in the clinical
have something to offer as a nurse.

3. Subject: The vision that
department to a point where
partner in the health care
facilitating discipline in the hospital.
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nursing as a profession or, if you
profession of nursing become more
setting, more convinced that theY

I have is to bring the nursing
it is again perceived as an equal

team, as the coordinating and

One subject clarified the difference between vision and goals. In

defining the difference, the subject noted that the work situation is

not conducive to exploring the vision.

1. Subject: The vision is more nebulous, the goals. .I have a

vision but I'm not sure what the goals are to attain that vision,
so I see the goals as steps towa¡ds attaining the vision. Rlght now
the vision is further away; it's some Sense as to what might be. It
is stilt not clear as to how one might go, might attain that vision,
so I guess fhat's why you might. spend a great deal of time. There
are occastons when we ale working that you see a light and you
say, ah hah, that's a significant component but y9u 4on'! have the
luiury then of moving yourself out of the work situation to go
and 

-explore that and all the dimensions of that, and concertize
that anã explain it in a way that is ransferable knowledge. I
think we do have those occasions, but I think the vision cannot
be ûuly identified until we see more dimensions of it. So, I have
the vision but the goals ale perhaps steps to attaining it. But the
goals are more short-term and they're based on experience moment
by moment? or they have a time-frame, whereas the vision is still
sómething further away and it's not always possible to know what
the steps are that we need to climb to get to that point. It's an
evolutionary stage I guess, and I see goals as one way of
attempting to move towards that. I think that's what I see as the
difference between vision and goals.

Knowledge, based on educational learnings and experience was

linked to the development of a vision.

1. Subject: I think in order to be visionary, I think that they need
to be fairly knowledgeable about a broad spectrum of other
knowledge whether it has to do with social sciences or
humanitarian philosophy.I think that they need a good base in
that. I think -that they need to be very much a current individual
and someone who has a lot of world knowledge, world experience.
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I think all of those are very significant. So I guess it's all the
general knowledge as well as all the professional knowledge. If
you're going to be a leader I think you need to know an awful lot
about interactive components and I guess those arc related to
social sciences, or maybe more into the humanitarian sciences. I
think they need all of those.

Sharing and developing the vision in others was significant to one

subject.

1. Subject: I also think that with relationship to the vision, I
think I foster that in people. I certainly have been told that
sometimes when I give my little speeches on professionalism, I get
people excited and that's important.

Categor)¡ 10: Agents of Change

An agent is an individual "who acts or exerts power" (Webster's, 1985,

p. 64). AII nursing leaders viewed themselves as agents of change. In a

society where health care services must respond to the changing needs,

the ability to accept and implement change is critical.

1. Subject: What I meant was that in any organization nothing is
static. If you're not going forward, in response to outside forces
and factors and influences and inside ones, then you're going
backwards. You're not standing still and then if you are
functioning in a leadership role, you have to be ready to promote
and implement change as required, not stand with your feet nailed
to the floor saying I can't do it or it can't be done.

2. Subject: I like to explore things. I'll give you an example in
this area. Years ago nursing care was given quite differently and I
thought there has to be better way of doing things. So I went out
and did research...I found out there were programs available and
sure enough it worked.

Two subjects selected a leadership roie in nursing administration
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so that they could implement changes within nursing.

1. Subject: Being a nurse who's a strong professional, when this
position came open, I decided that this would be a good area that
I could observe some change, facilitate change in nursing. The way
that I saw it was initially to bring the role of nursing from a
very traditional medical model type of nursing to one where
nursing could stand alone and be an equal partner in the team.

2. Subject: I felt that I could probably compute the whole
concept of leadership in an administrative role better than I could
in the educational role that I had found myself in. And I think it
was on that basis where I decided to make the mov,e. I felt that I
couldn't particularly effect change to the level that I wanted to
as long as I stayed in education and although research really
fascinated me and I'd love to spend atl of my time doing research
I think I was very cognizant of the fact if I really wanted to be
satisfied. I needed to have an opportunity where I could make
changes. And to me a leader is someone who can facilitate those
changes.

One nursing leader had been hired to by an organization to

make changes.

1. Resea¡cher: The subject stated that she had been told when she
was hired that she was hired to make changes and changes were
expected.

One of the subjects discussed how changes must be supported by

nurses in the organization to be successful.

i. Subject: Change has to be brought in and facilitated in a
fashion that people can buy into it, that they have ownership on
it. If you don't do that, then your change will not last. It will not
be sustained and it will be actively undone, be undone behind the
scenes, and many of the projects that we've had to work on in
the nursing administration have taken us far longer in many
respects than maybe it would take in another service setting
because we've had to develop the individuals along with the
budgets. So, when we talk about a leader and being a facilitator
at change, that goes hand in hand with leadership, and if you
can't do it I don't think you can be an effectual leader.
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Catesorv 1 1: Commitment

Th¡ee of the subjects felt that commitment was a significant

characteristic of nursing leaders. Commitment is "the the state of being

obliged or emotionally impelled" (Webster's, 1985, p. 265). The

commitment may be related to goals, beliefs or the nursing profession.

One subject noted that if you stand by your beliefs you will find that

there will always be others who disagree with what you believe.

1. Subject: I have a strong sense of conviction. I think, in what I
believe in. If it can work I go at it, and if it doesn't work in one
perspective, I look at it in another perspective.

2. Subject: If you are someone who can stand by what they
believe in then you're only going to be satisfying a pofiion of the
population at any given time. I'm satisfied with my leadership
ityle because I set out clear goals, clear perforrnance standards.

3. Subject: I don't think the leaders that I see in nursing have
necessarily set out to become leaders. I think they have evolved
because they have such a strong professional commitment.

Pattern 2: Values

Values are defined as areas believed to be of importance to the

nursing leader. The values identified by nursing leaders are related to

the nursing profession, individuals within the profession and thei¡ own

personal lives.

1. Subject: I believe very much in the ability of every nurse to
come to a point where they understand what would be their
ultimate goal. I think they are goal driven. I feel very strongly
that people bring, everybody brings skills and abilities...I believe
that the individual is driven by a gold ribbon.

2. Subject: V/e in leadership are trying to build into this
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profession the morals, the spirit that people need to feel good
àbout. Nursing is held in such low regard and I don't like being
associated with a discipline that is held in low regard. I hold it in
high regard so we have to be change agents. So those negative
kinds of things just give ffie, make me all the more determined to
change things.

3. Subject: I get the work done I want to do. I find it important
to do in as humane a way as I can do it because I remember that
it is people I'm working with, not numbers, not bodies, not just
blocks that I am moving a¡ound. They have personal lives and
they have feelings and they have needs.

For the pattern values, the categories identified were: Patient

Care, Status/Image of Nursing, Collegiality and A Balance Between

Personal and Professional Life.

Category 1: Patient Care

All subjects identified that patient care is a major focus in their

role as nursing leaders.

1. Subject: I can make sure that the patients get the best care
that they deserve. For example, we do not have to do things for
25 or 30 years and just do the same things. V/e should be able to
go in there and perhaps be able to do some research and make
contributions in that area, so that we do not stagnate. V/e can
move on and do, keep abreast of things. And that in the long run
offers better patient care.

2. Researcher: The subject was called on the telephone because a
patient had a special request. The subject completed the necessary
paperwork and called the appropriate individuals who could
facilitate the request immediately. Feedback was provided to the
client by phone.

3. Subject: The nursing care given in this agency is second to
none. That's the one thing that I can't take credit for, wholly,
but at least I can take credit for maintaining it, and that is
making sure that the patients are being taken care of now. We
have not lost the art of caring and taking care of people. We've
had patients from other hospitals who come in here with
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conditions that are deplorable. I know why. It is because nurses
are so busy with technology, they don't take care of their skin,
nails, the very basic things that we're taught in nursing. We do
that here because that's a core component for taking care of the
type of people we take care of. We are experts at taking care of
this type of patient.

4. Subject: If I can facilitate changes in nursing, I truly believe
that I can feel confident that the kind of care that is given by
the nurses will also provide a greater sense of control for the
patient. A greater sense of involvement in self-care, but where I
fit... I know that I am too many levels removed from the patient,
but I truly believe that if I can get nurses to a level of feeiing
responsible and autonomous and a good sense of who they are as
individuals, especially who they are in their profession, the follow-
up will be a different kind of interaction between patient and
nurse. I think that the changes that will occur will be a greater
sense of responsibility for the patient for their own care, a
greater sonse of involvement for their own care. And that doesn't
mean that it's at arm's length care, but it simply means that the
nurse begins to support what is there and encourages the
individual to perhaps reframe, if I can use that word, reframe
their experience of illness and and use their own strengths to to
deal with it. So, although it's not direct, it certainly is an
indirect goal. I know I talk very much about changes in nursing
and that's because I truly believe that's the only way we're going
to begin to recognize the patient as an individual who can handle
most of the endless components that they're facing.

Atl subjects view patient care as being directly or indirectly under

their control and the focus is on improving or maintaining the quality

of patient care.

Category 2: The Status/lmage of Nursing

Three subjects related that the negative status

nursing profession was of great concern to them

nursing profession.

image of

they value

the

the

1. Subject: I'm annoyed by some of the things that I
mass media and I think that we need to speak out to

see in
those.

the
It's
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nor that I don't recognize the powel of the printed pagg or thg

television or films or that kind óf thing, and I think we just need

to constantly need to let people know that it's inappropriate. I'm
personally ñot going to spend- all my time ttying to be . reactive.
i'd rathðr be on the side- of the proactive and I guess that's the

other thing that I've learned, that I can't do both things and .I
really suplort the people who kg"p - a . constant - 

watch on what's
happening 

'in our mãss- media or in looking at the. image. Lhi+
thât"s a very significant role. I'd like to support that, but I can't
do both things so I will probably spend more of my time being
proactive and- just keep móving it ahead as much as f can, the
image of the nurse it the bedside, where I know .that hopefully
the 

- patients will see the role of the nurses as being significant
and in opposition of what they see on television or wherever.

2. Subject: I would like to see nursing as a profession, or if you
like, pêople who make up the profession of nursing, become more
self ôoniident in the clinical setting, more convinced that they
have something special to offer as a nurse and perhaps a little
more assertive in 

- 
stating this without going in there with a chip

on their shoulder. We are a colleague in health care in a

hospital. We're not the doormat; we're not the, gopher;. we're-- not
the one who happens to supply a pair of hands and_ just _follow¡
orders. We do 

^ -think 
and 

-we have something to offer. I think
that nurses, in general, should became more convinced that !h"y
have something very special to offer to health cale... the medical
community foi instance. The younger doctors, I must say I. think
have a much, most of them anyway, have a better appreciation of
what nurses do then some of the older ones do. That we're not
just the handmaids to the doctors.

3. Subject: What I saw was a department that had stagnated, was
not very progressive, was looked at as a secondary component -ofa multidisðiplinary team. The fetchers and goers of a multi-
disciplinary 

-team, and I didn't feel very comfortable with that
assoóiation as a professional and felt that with some direction and
with some input we could move this department to being at least
an equal par-tner in the health-care team again. It- disappointed
me to see nursing that way. It's going to take a long time to
change it and I don't think that it's a perspective, that I would
say, 

-is unique to the service setting. I think that if you went to
other hospitals they may be at different stages in that realm but
I wanted- to see nursing on an equal footing with the other
disciplines in the hospital setting that I was working in.

Subjects identified that the altering the image/status of nursing

was an important aspect in their role.
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Category 3: Collegiality

Webster's (1985) defines collegial as the "power and authority

vested equally in each of a number of colleagues" (p. 260). Collegiality

between members of the nursing profession was identified by all

subjects as a positive aspect of their leadership role. Collegiality was

generally exhibited as peer support between nurses on a similar level in

the hierarchy and was two directional. At times the support was given

and at times the support was received.

1. Subject: And we tell each other, "we'll be going in and you just
give me a good stare if you hear me saying something that I
shouldn't be saying" and we work like that. I guess we have to
depend on one anothe¡ really. We're the only ones that we have.

2. Subject: In terms of my colleagues, here in nursing
administration, they are my saviors for the most-part. I say that
because we can very openly talk about out frustrations. We all
have a working relationship where we feel pretty-well able to say
what we feel and what we don't about things.

3. Researcher: The subject attended a luncheon held at a
restaurant to welcome a nurse who had been recently hired and
was assuming a position in the organization at the same level as
the subject.

Supportive collegial relationships were

subjects and their followers.

Collegial support, however,

within the nursing department.

evident between the

go along
of time

to
lot

1. Subject: The nurses were more or less wanting
with ffie, because they found that they spent a
running backwards and forwards. It wasn't fulfilling for them.

not confined to relationships
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1. Researcher: After the meeting, an informal meeting was held
with medical service chiefs. Issues and problems weie discussed
honestly. subject provided some possible solutions to their
problems. There was some humour and laughter in the discussion.
Later, the subje_ct. stated. -that there was many things that nursing
can assist medicine with to help them with some of theii
problems.

The collegiality was also exhibited as peer influence between

nurses in similar positions.

1. Subject: Again, it's a trusting relaxed feeling, we're able to
communicate with each other. W'e act as mentors for each ôther.

2. Subject: I think if you talk about people who influence you,
even the colleagues that I work with in this agency, that, 

- 
the

(directors of nursing service) for instance, I find ãspects of their
practice that I think are
important and I think very much influence my practice, so that
there's more than just a supervisor/whatever ¡ble. There's a
collegial role, a sharing and everyone has their strengths and
weaknesses, and if you can look to people for some 

-of 
their

strengths as well and be able to associate with them.

?. Subject: The colleagues, I think I think probably they are srill
have the greatest influence on me with relationship io in the
concept of role modeling. Even my superior, I don'i think is the
one I model behaviours after but I think colleagues... I think there
is still some modelling going on there. I think I still analyze the
way they interact. If it seems to be a good fit and I may model
that. Again, I don't think they affect my leadership style a grear
deal anymore but I think they did when I fîrst started inro a
leadership position. I think I was influenced but I rhink they
influence me less and less.

Nursing leaders were influenced by followers who are colleagues

within the profession.

1. Subject: A senior head nurse arrived for a meeting with the
subject. The subject and head nurse shared information freely. The
behaviour was that of colleagues rather than superior-subordinate.
The head nurse, an active union member, discussed union issues
and the subject presented her perspective on the issues. The head
nurses opinion was asked often.

2. Subject: If you cannot use their suggestions at this time, you're
saying I'll store that. I may come back and use it. People feel a
part of the group.



Collegiality as peer

nurses at a similar level,

valued by nursing leaders.
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support and peer influence from and to

followers and counterparts in medicine is

Category 4: A Balance Between Personal & Professional Life.

Nursing leaders can be viewed aS career women but the value

placed on their personal lives is of equal importance to them as

individuals.

1. Subject: My family is still important to me now. My husband is
important to me. I've never been one who, and I don't think I
evér will... I'm not going to totally devote myself, mind and body,
1007o of the time to my profession. My family life is equally as

important and I need both parts and if one overshadows the other
I can tell. In terrns of the fact that there is far too much, you
can see the stress on the personal life. My personal life starts to
impinge on the professional life. You can see that as well, so a
good coming to a good solid, loving family assisted me personally,
feeling that I could move and do whatever I put my mind to.

2. Subject: I think that unless the individual, and personal and
professional... I see it as three dimensions. The personal, the
professional, and then the work environment, and I feel strongly
that the personal needs, all three of them need to be in balance.
Your own personal agendas whatever that is, you need to protect
it because it's probably the only thing that will be there. If, for
example, the work situation doesn't work out, the personal needs
to be there. So, I think that's sacred territory. Equally I feel as
an individual, as a professional I have an obligation to be involved
in the professional field in whatever way. I don't think it
necessarily means that you need to be on a committee every year
but I do think you need to be contributing something either in
research or in writing or committee work and I'm very selective
because I know the time commitments and then obviously the work
situation is significant. But I think it's a three-pronged
balancing act.

3. Subject: For my leadership role. Definitely I think that it is
important for me because the problems at work, if I go home,
then I have a supportive relationship there. If I didn't have that
at home when I go home then I'll be back here the next day and
I'll be twice as worse, but when you have support and its very
good.
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A balance between professional and personal iife appears to be

extremely important as personal relationships provide ongoing support

and a lacking in one area would likely infringe upon the other.

Pattern 3: Skills

Nursing leaders have identified that they have a variety of skills

that are important in their role. A skill is broadly defined as the

ability to do something well. The categories are Communication,

Interpersonal, Information Gathering, Strategy, Decision making,

Collaboration, Problem Solving and Management.

Catesorv 1 : Communication

Effective communication was identified by all nursing leaders as a

significant skill. Communication is the vehicle for sharing information.

One subject noted that at times her communication methods were

questioned, but believes her individual style helps break down barriers.

1. Subject: Now I have been criticized for being too abrupt, or
something like that and being too shocking or too abrupt as well.
I have been criticized for that. Perhaps it's because I want to
stress my point, I have a point and I feel that it is valid and of
course, I'm sure that it happens with you too. If you want to bear
a cross then people will just try to close shop and you're
knocking and you want to get in, and you try atl angles and
sometimes you come out a little bit too strong, and people feel
that you are being overpotting. So, but that I do feel that
communication is a strong trait for me.
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Another subject introduced that respect for the individual was an

important message in any verbal or non-verbal communication and what

messages are conveyed will be returned in kind.

1. Subject: I consider the sanctity of the other individual. I
believe that they are adult human beings and I would refuse to
accbpt anything else. I know that there are people probably who
are less adult or mature and have less self knowledge than what I
rhink I do abour myself but on the other hand I truly believe that
what you give to the other individual, what you are saying
whether it be overtly or covertly, verbal or non-verbal, I think
that's what you get in return and so to me that's one of the most
significant factors.

Communication processes of nursing leaders may be in verbal or

written form and are often formal. This is understandable as each

subject was

organization.

employed in the upper echelons of the nursing

1. Subject: Keeping people informed, keeping it clear so that
everybody knows, not just the person that you talked to today.
Which is why this memo came out. Now I'm sure I could say that
X and Y know but am I sure that X and Y are going to talk to
the other eighteen people and make sure that they know? I can't.
I shouldn't even expect them to do that. That used to be the
habit of communication in the department.

2. Subject: I had a supervision meeting with each of the
Directors of Nursing (DON) every two weeks. The purpose of
that meeting was to, in the privacy of my own office was to
share with the DON any concerns that they might have or any of
the staff that I directly supervise. Secondly to fïnd out where
they are at with their projects, whether its patient classification
or whatever, find out where they are and provide direction for
them. The same set of supervisory meetings are set up with each
of the DONs and each of the head nurses.

3. Researcher: At a head nurse meeting the subject provided
information to the head nurses about upcoming changes within
the institution.
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One nursing leader identified that writing is a significant method

of communication for nursing leaders.

1. Subject: I think yog either need ro be able to speak or you
need to be able to write. I think that those ffo, in order to get
your ideas across, I think one or the other or both are proba6ly
useful. I enjoy writing because I think thar's sharing the vision.

Categorv 2: Interoersonal

Interpersonal skill refers to

relationships. Interpersonal skill was

as important to their leadership

time, with heavy reliance on these

component of interpersonal skill.

the building and maintenance of

identified by three of the subjects

role. Relationships, were built over

skills. Communication is a integral

I subject: It is the people skills rhar I have developed a lot over
the years that make people want to come to me as a leader, that
want to get ideas from me.

?. Subject: They have all called me by my first name , they have
from day one. ft was, what do you want us to call you? I said call
me 

^ 
whatever yo-u are comfortable with. If you are a person who

prefers to be formal then you are not góing to be 
-comfortable

calling me by my first name. If because I iay you have to cail me
Mrs. you are going to be forever uncomfortable then for heaven's
sakes call me by my first name.

3. Subject: I .have_ prg.^rry good people skills as well. I think you
need that 

^ 
particularly if yoq are wo¡king in an agency where iouare not...If I was a researcher or if I was in a 

- typá of posiiion
where your exchanges with people is minimal you wouldn't have to
!e. as good at negoriating skills. You do have 

-to in a position like
this.
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One subject believes that while interpersonai skill are important

for managers, this is not necessarily ffue for leaders.

1. Subject: I would say that's important if you ile, for a
manager, to be a good manager you need good interpersonal
skills, but as a leader, you call, no I don't think that you need
that. In fact I think some of them are toraily obnoxious. I mean,
when I think about some of our leaders in nursing, I find them
quite difficult (laugh), and yet I see rhem as leaders within their
profession.

Interpersonal skill is viewed by two subjects as a method to heal

dissention but it is also a time intensive process.

1. Subject: I try to implove relations between lab and us,
between nursing and rallspol'r. There was a iot of locking of
heads and horns between X and the staff for quite a long wfrile
after I came because they both had adopted the position thát's myj9b an{ I'm not doing any more and there was just no movin!
them. But through talking ro X and ro talking ro the srafi
themselves and winning them over, because I'm quite friendly to
them all, and then taking their concerns to my staff and saying
wait a minute, this is how you see but this is how transport seeì
it. Think about how you would feel if you were transport.

2. Subject: I took over this area there was great dissention, great,
great dissention. People were just wanting to kill each other, and
it w¿s a_ long and arduous task for me to get everyone working
together but I did it. And when I say that it was long and
arduous, it's because I had to do it not by group process, but on
a one-to-one basis. I brought in each staff member one at a time,
and related to this person, got some feed-back from them how
they were thinking and pur it all togerher and then went ro the
entire group and said, "This is what I found, how are we going to
correct all of these things?" It \ /as a iot of ha¡d work.

One subject noted that a parr of interpersonal skill is

recognizing and facilitating social processes with others.
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1. Subject: There's a social aspect to working. with groupj ang
working with people that I didñ't realize the importance of unti]
maybe - the last- two yeals. I was, when I began as a manager, .I
wai a very type .Atr straight-forwatd, get the task done, and in
many ways had- blinkers on. It is only having stumbled thro_ugh 

- 
a

few 
- thinls and having gone through the school of hard knocks

that I've- learned some of these other things. I purposely schedule
lunches with the staff that I supervise, with the whole staff up
here occasionally. We'll order lunch or whatever, just to touch
ground, and I have found that invaluable, because you might _have
õome of the clerks for instance here, and I'm not evon talking
about the nursing staff that work in isolation, they're working
fine. If you don't touch base with them every once in a while
you're goirig to have staff turnover, if you're not checking out to
make sure that things are going well with them.

Facilitating social activities of nursirtg gloups was also noted to

be important. Interpersonal skill, in this case, includes supportive

behaviors.

1. Subject: I find that there's a real social element to the
working unit on the units. They have their own Christmas
parties, they have their own socialization activities which are
important and which you sr¡pport. You don't try and tell them that
no; you can't do this on worktirne or whatever. When they decide
to have a get-together and they want to have some assistance
from other units, ás much as possible we try to do those kinds of
things so that to me there is a social element.

Category 3 : Information G¿tthering

All nursing leaders related that considerable time was spent

gathering information. A wide variety of methods and sources

information were identified. This skill would appeaf to be related to

characteristic knowledge, One valued source

in

of

the

literature in the form of books, journals and research reports.

of information
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]. Subjeft: I- was talking ro ,a very nice person on a higher level
last week and she gave me the name of a book to read "and. it is
ail 

. 
about 

. 
power and . I. thought, that _should be quite interesting, to

read that. I've never read that book befo¡e. But I read a lot.

2. subject: I mean you don't have to reinvent the wheer. you usethe best knowledge that you have from outside sources and from
the literature and from research.

?., subject: I do a lot -of reading. I basically trv ro ger over to the
library every couple of months and literalþ do thõugh the titlesof 3ll the^ journals and pick our all of the- thîngs that- I think are
significant for whatever.

People were identified as a nrajor source of information. The

people may be peers, superiors or followers. All sources were viewed as

valuable and information was useci in the self-development process or

the decision making process.

1 subject: I learneci a lot from subordinates as well. up and
down-, you.. lave to be able to use peopre effectively uttä inut
sounds terrible but I use people. Be able io appreciate' what other
people are offering unintentionalìy. They may bè just delivering atalk and you. have, she has ideas or tie hai ideaj, then yoo "r*
zeÍo in on that and taik to the person about it more. I like your
idea and so, tell me more abr¡ut it.

2 subject: I use my boss as a resource. I think I should because
she is a forward thinking person, because she has been here 

-a

long . time qnd knows a lot more about the hisrory of 
- -this

organization that what I do. And I think I would be ui.y fooiish
not to use her as a resource.

3. subject: I'm talking about senior administration now and we siton !h" hospital management committee. I've learned a lot from ¿rof them, not only practical information but also techniques õ" rrñ
to deal with other people.

4. Subject: A leader. will probably use a whole host of people and
experiences, and well a valiety ór sources to make those dècisions.But I think the mosr significánt one is the use of the wii¿om- or
other people.
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Direct resea¡ch of patients and families was identified by two

subjects as an alternate mode of inforrnation gathering.

1. Subject: We did a survey, we did a family satisfaction, parienr
satisfaction, we did a statistical analysis, we got all our hard data
related to the application. We invited administration to nursing
conference and we presented that information, ffid then we
presented that facts.

2. Subject: I researched 50 patients in the institution and found
out from them: what would you like when you come to the
hospital? V/hat would you like to see?

Category 4: Strategizin g

Strategizing is defined as skiliful planning. All

were skilled planners and the process is slow

nursing leaders

and methodical.

Strategizing is related to infonnation gathering. Goal setting was noted

to be the forerunner of strategizing.

1. Subject: I'm ca¡eful. Careful, I mean in gathering my data
before I go forward, so I'm not one to ju-p in before covering
the qteps. Okay, I try step one...where we've been. Okay, step
two, I'm careful that way.

?, Subject: Well, yorì have to consider where you wanted to go.
You have to know what your goal is. I don't think you can lead- if
ygy don't have a plan. I don't think you can accomplish a given
objective if you haven't worked out some staged approach, no
matter what the objective is.

3. Subject: That is another goal for us here in nursing. We
sometimes get frustrated with the fact that we had set a six
month time frame to get through and it is a year later. And I'm a
firm believer of the fact thar the best laid plans will work out
better for everybody in the end and that there is no sense of
trying to put a quick fix on something because in the long due it
will undo just as quick, as fast as you fixed it up.

4. Researcher: The subject described the meetings she artends with
service chiefs in medicine. She identified that she takes a
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maximum of two issues for nursing to every meeting. She stated
that she selected those issues very carefully.

Category 5: Decision Making

All subjecrs identified decision making as an important skill

for nursing leadership. Decision making was linked to the category

Management.

1. Subject: lf I had to sumnrarize my philosophy of management, I
would 

- have to say that if you are a person who shrinks from
decision making, who would rather avoid unpleasant decisions than
make them and carry them olìt, if you are a person who has

difficulty confronting an issue when it is there, and some people
do, then you had better not get into nranagement.

Three different types of decision making were described:

independent, collaborative anci delegated. All subjects made independent

decisions in some circumstances. Two of the subjects pointed out that

independent decision making is not autocratic. The two subjects who

identified some of their decisions as independent, noted that other

people did have involvement in the decision.

1. Subject: I know when there are times when, and I do not
think of this âs autocratic, but it can be seen as autocratic that
at times when a decision has to be made and there is no other
\¡/ay that it can go, you have to come in and sâ]: okay, this is
where we're going, we have to go this direction, there's no right
or left, we have to go straight ahead. This is the decision. But
you have to be able, you should be able to sâ|, okay, we have to
make the decision, what are the pros and cons, how are we going
to deal with what, this decision is going to channel off into a.

different direction. But that's the only time I feel that some
autocratic decision should be made.



All of the subjects delegated decision making to others;, however,

the subjects were kept infomrecl. As the nursing leaders must be

responsible for these decisions this communication is necessarJ.

Delegating responsibility indicates trusr in the abilities/judgement of

followers. One subject identifiecl that allowing other individuals ro make

decisions enriches their job.
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2. .subject: when I think about decision making I'm thinking again
probably -more long-range as ro a focus or goãt that I migñt ña'ne
and I often make that one independently but I do a lot -of 

data
collecting so_ I, .I'm nor sure, buf its not necessarily going to be a.

democratic decision, because basically its what I'm 
- 
goìng -to try todo in the next period monrhs or whatever. you laid -participâtive

autocratic, I don't know if that's autocratic or not, iti certainly
independent decision-making, but autocratic, I involve other
people, it may be in an indirect way.

3. subject: If it is day ro day decisions... those kinds of decisions
I make but I keep my boss informed.

4.- subject: I_lu. always said ro said ro my nursing group, there ars
times that I'm going fo make decisions- unilateia[!, ând I'il let
you know when those times are. And there is no negotiation.

J.. subject: sometimes tlrey make the decisions on my behalf when
I'm not here. Some I'm pleasecl rvith and some I'm not.

2. subject: .I'm rvorking u,it people who are equally as prepared
as I am, who look ro me for leadership .and whri deïelop þrqects.I have to be able to assist with those frojects, and do it 'in' 

a 
- 
way

that doesn't make them f'eel rhat they'ie inadequate or don't know
what they're doing. I always approach that wiih the fact that *,
are- c^olleagues, and my -conlments to you are strictiy comments,
and if you as a person feels strongly, y-ou are the one that knows
your er.ea, and you know your people, and if my comments are not
of use, then you don't have to integrate them.

3. Researcher: The subject's assistant (nurse) had taken action on
{ p1ob.lem related to . a .patient. The assistant mad.e maxy day to
day decisions on her own but kept the subject informed.

4. . subject: . I think the job, the more decisions they are able ro
make at whatever level they are working ãt, the more interesting
the job.
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Collaborative decision making was used by all the subjects.

Collaborative decision making was related to team effort and problem

solving.

1. Subject: I really believe in pffticipative management because I
like the team effort.

2. Researcher: At a staff meeting clinical problems were raised by
staff. Solutions were offered by staff and a decision was made.

3. Subject: You have to kn<¡w your players when you're , if you
want to institute change. I usecl to think, in my naivety, I could
just develop a project ancl because it was so tight theoretically
and was meeting a need, everybody would just grab onto it. That
is not the way to go. People have to partake in the decision.

4. Subject: Participative kinds of decisions making to ffie,
probably I woulcl use that mocle when there was a direct problem I
was trying to deal with, so in that way it becomes more like
problem solving.

Cateeorv 6: Collaboration

Collaboration refers to the process of working with others

(Webster's, 1985, p. 259). Collaboration was not confined to decision

making. Nursing leaders collaborate with nurses in program development

and through comnrittees. Collaboratic¡n was also identified as a method

of learning. Collaboration occì.rrs between disciplines and is encouraged.

1. Subject: Take it a step iìt a time and get peopie involved. That
is one of my philosophies. When developing a program try to get
people involved so at the end it is our program and not your
program.

2. Subject: Many tinres I have said this is what I want to do. This
is where I want to get and this is how I thought I might approach
it to my assistant. And we sit and talk about it for half an hour
and nearly always there is something that will have changed in my
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approach after I have talked to her because she is the clinical
expert. She will see something in what I'm proposing rhat will
make it difficult to do because of the clinical requirements.

3. Subject: Committee involvement is another thing that I've
introduced. Prior to this there were no staff on committees. We
now have staff on alnlost all of our departmental committees,
policy and procedure, quality assurance etc. We let the head
nurses know that there are positions available. Staff are able to
submit their names for participation on the committee. They're
given back time for their work that they do on these committees.
I remember when I first started, one of the nurses said " you
never get to have any input on anything". V/ithin 6 months she
was on a committee and she said to me "I really didn't think that
a change could be put into place that quickly". So yes, that's
another type of thing that we wanted the nurses to feel that, yes,
your saying things count.

4. Subject: I questicrr the status quo with relationship with
respect to expectâtions of the roles of people, the roles of the
nurse for example. I guess a iot of the interactions to between
disciplines. I certainly encolrrage that, not only do I do it, but I
really encourage that ancl I support that in all of the meetings,
the settings that I'm involved in.

Categor)¡ 7: Problenr Solving

A1l nursing leaders icientified that they solved problems. Problem

identification, actively dealing with the problems and using collaborative

problem solving were identified as inrportant. One subject noted that

credibility is related to problenr soh,ing.

1. Subject: We deal with probiems on a day ro day basis and in a
leadership role but I couldn'r say that , that has significantly
altered my behaviour because this is an accepted fact that we dô
have problems and we have to deal rvith problems.

2. Subject: And I have a way of in a meeting or whatever,
listening and focusing atrention on the underlying problem. A lot
of time is wasted at nleetit.ìgs going around and around in circles
in what I cail spinning the wheels and they never do ger to
discussing the problen. They just sit there and spin the wheels
and discuss the results of the problem, but they don't go
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backwards fa¡ enough to say, the problem is this, why are we
talking about this? What can we 

- do about that? euíte a few
people- in managemenr, who have t¡ouble with that approach. And
ye-t, that's about the only way you're going to gei- the problem
solved is when, you c¿rn'r get the problèm -solved- that yoù can't
identify.

3. subject: I know from a head nurse point of view that they
seem to be yery positive and there is a ¡eal sense of loss everytime there is a change and I think rhat is because thê
relationship- that has developed is collegial in getring problems
solved together.

1. sude^ct: I think the whole problem solving ability was never
there before, when I was new. we came in as a nursing team and
am pleased to say at least the nursing administration itructure is
acknowledged by the renlainder of nursing.

ealeeorv 8 : Man¿r genrent

There was not genernl agreenlent regarding the relationship

between leadership ¿rnd nr¿ìriagenrent skills. Management and leadership

are seen as distinct entities or as an inseparable duo. Webster's (19S5)

defines management as the act of carrying on business affairs (p.722).

1. 
- 
subject: There's nor even a corollary between skilled managers

and leaders. I don't see a corolrary ihere at ail. I think -ttrat

you can be a skillecl nlanager and not be a leader at atl and most
organizations. are recluiring that you be a skilled manager, that's
pnmary, and _the leadership role is an insignificant role - for most
organizations. .So . 

wh.at rhey're saying in thai statement is that you
have a leader who also has to be a skillêd manager.
I would say - for any credibility - in an organization in
administrative roles, ylu'cl have ro be- a skilled maniger. If you
happened to be a leader, that would be nice, b-ut for mosr
organizations that is not a lequirement. And in fact, if anything,
as I've said, that in fact if anyone'g. got any sense of teaáershípis constantly checking that leadership component doesn't takè
precedent. And so I can't even, if it- doesn't fit in my frame of
reference at all because I think organizationally what they're
loo_king for is a skillecl nranager. If you happen td be a leadei as
w^ell in you! profession, that's nice, but please don't show it too
often, or only in controlled situations. iit<e that's the message I
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get in organizations. So, I guess in some ways your statement is
õorrect because, but it doesn't, I don't think that they're even
looking for leaders personally. Most organizations are not looking
for leaders. V/hat they are looking for is skilled managers. And
I think if anything a lot of them would say I'11 do without any
leadership thing, I'd rather just have a skilled manager. Because
the leader, the leader tends to turn the basket upside down and
perhaps create a certain amount of distress or that kind of thing.
So I think a leader who happens to be a skilled manager and
therefore working in the organization needs to be very careful,
very cautious, and it can create a lot of tension. (laugh)

2. Subject: How can you lead if you do not know how to manage
problems You cannot be a leader if...You have to know some
material in order to be able to lead because you have to have an
appreciation for where people are coming from.

3. Subject: Leadership is a skill that a manager must have.

Pattern 4: Duties

Duties are defined as actions that

The five categories related to duties

Boundaries of Nursing, Role Modeiling,

and Ongoing Self-Development.

are required in a certain role.

identified were: Defining the

Teambuilding, Developing Others

Category 1: Defining the Boundaries of Nursing

Nursing leaders define what the role and responsibilities of

nursing are and what they are not. Evidence of this activity was more

evident in field observation than from the interviews. Upon

questioning all three of the participants who were observed agreed that

they did in fact define the bounda¡ies of nursing.

1. Researcher: Subject attended a meeting with other
administrators and individuals that the subject liases with in the
organization. The subject clarified nursing's position on staff
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allocation and what nurses role and activities were in the
organization. Other individuals began to define their position of
what the nurses' role should be and what nursings' hours should
be but the subject would not allow that.

2. Researcher: Subject attended a quality assurance meeting with a
Director of Nursing ?nd the head of Central Surgical Supply
(CSR). The head of CSR identified a problem in his departmeni.
The subject noted that the problem was not related ro nulsing so
the subject should take the problem up with the appropriate
gloup.

3. Resea¡cher: Subject's assistant brought a plan for general duty
nurses to check temperatures in medication refrigerators. Thê
subject .stated that nurses are already forced to do far too many
non-nursing activities and that the plan was unacceptable and
action was warranted in a future meeting where the plan would be
discussed. The subject noted that nursing time should be spent on
nursing duties not others unrelated to patient care.

Two subjects noted that one of the problems is that the practice

of nursing is poorly defined.

1. Subject: I think that there are many times we sit down as a
group in nursing and we try to name what it is that we do andwe become distressed and that's because it's something that is
difficult. I think that we need more people that can help us
articulate what that is. Maybe rhar's what ãcademia needs r¿r dofor us, become for us, that are so much in the trenches, keep
seeing the light every once in a while, but don't have time tð
truly explore that in order to, in order to concertize it. I think
that's what becomes difficult for us in nursing. But, I truly
believe that we will reach that point where we ðan carve it otit
and say. this is what .nursing - 

is and I think that we're beginningto see it every once in a while. we talked about some ex-ampleijust last week with the head-nurse $oup and at one point thev
were explaining what one individual was doing who wãs not Anurse, and they ali realized, rather surprisingiy that the
individual was acting as a nurse at that point because 

- of the kinds
of dimensions. It's a constellation of activities that I think thar
nursing is all about. so I guess my vision for nursing is that itwill become a profession, that the body of knowledle will be
discrete and distinct and our practice area will be very clear.

2. subject: I think that one of the mosr significant issues for
nursing is to identify what it is that nurses do and where our
professional boundary is. And as the power shifts within an



organization it becomes
professional boundaries are.

more imperative that we

t02

identify what our

Nursing leaders also protect the bounda¡ies of nursing. This

includes ensuring nurses are being directed by nurses and the needs of

nursing staff are met.

1. Researcher: The subject stated that when she started in the
organization nursing followed the orders of others and they
defined what we did. We stopped that.

2. Subject: The subject attended a multidisciplinary meeting. The
other disciplines were questioning the space needs of nursing staff
and offered space in a poor location. The subject insisted that the
space was necessary and there must be space in an appropriate
place for nursing staff to do their work.

Category 2: Role Modelling

Three nursing leaders believe that acting as positive role models is

significant in the development of staff nurses. The findings relate well

with the prior experiences of the nursing leaders. Several subjects had

reported that experience with various role models both within and

outside the profession had impact on their own development as nursing

leaders.

1. Subject: And setting a good example for people. Being a good
role model so that people have some base to work from which to
work.

2. Subject: The bottom line on that reorganization was in fact to
bring some role models, bring some nursing expertise into the
department. That has been done and a new level of
administration, directors of nursing, were brought in to enhance
and support the head nurses.
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3. Subject: I felt very strongly that role modelling is the way to
go. I think as an administrator at this point and hopefully a
leader within nursing, I model an awful lot of behaviours and I
ask that of that of the people who report to me of the head
nurses. If you want changes within your staff in the way they
interact with a patient I say model it. You can talk all you want
but unless you model it unless you show me how to do it or
unless you show me that it can be done my talk is nothing so I
think it is that way.

Cate-sory 3 : Teambuildin g

AII nursing believe that teambuilding is pafi of their ro1e. A team

is "a number of persons associated together in work or an activity"

(Webster's, 1985, p. I2I0). Trust was identified by all of the subjects as

a key component of tearn building.

1. Subject: First of all you have to build trust in nurses. You have
to build trust. You have to work with people and let them know
what your goals are. Let your goals and objectives be theirs as
weil. They have to agree with your philosophies because if they do
not agree then they won't be with you. That is how you build
your team. You work together.

2. Subject: And I did develop, I feel, a geat amount of trust
amongst the grassroots staff when I was in both places.

3. Subject: When I think the ffust has been, is strong,
that people begin to interact with each other on a peer level.

4. Subject: You build the team again by looking at your
hand, but also being open with your staff. I don't profess
all the answers and I'm always up front about that.

I think

tasks at
to know

Availability was identified

process.

as significant in teambuilding

t. Subject: Perhaps I should say that I'm only working eight



hours and that is it, but I don'r work like rhar. I think that
moment that I sta¡t closing my door and I'm not available, I
my staff off.

2. Subject: 'We try to have an open door policy. The former
group, the former administration was never, maybe didn't perceive
their role as being accessible for staff as an important one, and
staff nevor came to administration. I've been talking about head
nurses or any of the staff, they seemed to have to go to
personnei for instance. Personnel was always swa¡med by nursing.
So there's been a lot of change that's been implemented over tlie
past two years that I want to attribute to the kind of climate
that we in nursing administ¡ation had encouraged and that is that
we are available.

3. Subject: In the subject's office, a head nurse was waiting to
ilform. the subject about a meeting that was held with a variety
of individuals about a mechanical difficulty on the unit. The head
nurse stated that there had been lots of powerful people at the
meeting. The subject told the head nurse that"you are 

- 
powerful".

Another head nurse arrived to state that there was a problem in
that forms documenting patient falls were not filled out. Listened
to the problem but left the head nurse to solve the problem.

Categor)¡ 5: Developing Others

r04

the
shut

All subjects believed that the development of nursing staff was a

critical part of their role. Educational opportunities for nurses are seen

as a priority only second to patient care.

1. 
. subject: .Nursing administration here completely supporrs

c_ontinuing education for nursing staff as long ai I - know that
there is coverage, and that the conferences are appricable. For
instance, any number of the nursing staff can avail 

^themselves 
to

something community orientated or within the hospital educational
inservice and if time. permits and the availability 

- is there, they
are very much encouraged to go.

? Subject: - Assisting. people ro help themselves. I am always onefor that, learning, inservice educaiion programs. They must take
priority in my area and that has been like that all rhe rime, and I
believe that I am able to contribute in those areas.

3: -Subject: I encourage them to do reading when they have a
slack time in their professional magazines. I encourage them to go
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to workshops. I support them financially. I just sent two people
down to Florida to a conference. Those two people are now
required to give an inservice to the rest, and I make sure that
they ail get there.

4. Subject: First of
opportunities, whether it
attendance or presentation
with relationship to our
nationally. I truly believe
and so whatever I can do
so.

all I just basically provide nurses
has to do with conferences, either in
in conferences on a more globat scale
professional organization provincially and
that the staff nurse is at the interface
to give credence to that role, I will do

The subjects also believe that they are have some responsible

the ongoing development of nurses within their departments

actively pafiicipate in the process.

1. Subject: I have staff members that come in and say, "Well I
want _ to .,pursue this course. Now you know ffie, do you think
that I will be able to do it?" we'1l sit down and we'll discuss it.
I won't make a decision for her but she'll go out and make her
own decision because I've given her that amount of time. I can
feed to her what I think her potentials ffie, her strong points and
that I think that she should develop it and so on.

2. Researcher: The 
. subject m9t with her assistant in the nursing

department. The assistant noted that one of the staff nurses waì
having difficulties working with a specialized piece of equipment
and was not confident about working alone. -The 

subjeci 
-noted

that the staff nu.rse should given additional training and 
- that they

must remember that the needs of individuals will be different and
must be accommodated. 

- subje.ct offered solutions to reorganizing
staffing so the staff nurse could receive more training.

3.- Subject: whe¡ you're working with people, rhe majority of
whom are not advance prepared, and try to explain to therir why a
review of the literatu.re is important, it's like you're not ónly
trying to move a project through, but you're also- trying to teacir
them as you're going along. And I háve ro explain- thãt to bothmy assistants, because they're very ielf-directed and
goal-orientated, and what I have to bring them back to often is
th,at many of the people that they're dealing with have not even
taken a university course, So, when you're trying to conceptualize
| . project, do_ ; review of rhe liteiature, tílk " about .*pèri"næ,
bring the whole problem solving process to an endpoint. Thèy have
to also rea\ize that the people who they are woiking with, have
to lea¡n the process as they're going along.

for

and
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4., Subject: There are times when I'm the leader depending on
what the issue is. There are times when somebody else in- that
team Tay b_e lhe leader on that particula¡ issue. But I feel okay
about that. I don't think rhat I'm giving up my responsibility brit
I 

^ 
am permitting the others ro exercise that leadérship 

- for a þeriodof time for a particular issue. So, I think the senie of trusi and
therefore _encouraging other leaders to evolve and I feel very
strongly that if I leave this job and I don't have someone elsê
that I could recommend to take my job, I have missed the boat.
I feel strongly that we as nurses need to develop orher people so
I would consider it a loss if I had made sure that everybody had
gqayed in their place. I'd rather see them develop and move ahead
if that's what they wish.

The development of nurses can be done directly by the

subjects themselves or indirectly through followers. In both situations,

however, the subjects do take an active role in the process.

Category 6: Ongoing Personal Development

ongoing personal development was identified as important by all

subjects.

1. Subje-ct: My belief is rhat one of my beliefs is that you shourd
put forth, one should have and always strive to, in order to do
well. Put fonh your entire potential. Don't have the potentials and
sit on them. Be- able ro e*plore and ro learn things. i feer like I
keep repeating myself, bur I think this is an area 

-in which I feel
very. strongly that we should always be striving and looking ahead,
keeping abreast of things.

2. 
_ 
Sudect: I think many skills were developed as I learned,

probably through experiences when perhaps I had avoided making a
decision for a little while and then by reatizing if I'd done ii abit sooner it would it wouldn't have been a major problem. I
think we all make mistakes and we all learñ through them
hopefully. And if you've lea¡ned through a mistake Ihen the
mistake hasn't been in vain. It hasn't all been a cost. some of it
has been a benefit.
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3. Subject: I think that when you realize rhat you can learn a
vast amount from other people and that you keep an open mind
when you're working with colleagues, you are able to go much
further. And that working with my colleagues, in terms of, I'm
talking about senior administration now and we people sit on the
hospital management committee, I've learned a loi from all of
them, not only for very practical information but also techniques
in how to deal with other people.

4. Subject: I think academic studies is a luxury. I think ir's
wonderful to be able to do that, and I think most of us could
spend our entire lives pursuing a variety of options in academia,
but that's not always going to be possible so you need to keep
increasing your knowledge in a variety of ways, and you may bè
able to do that in the work setting. I don't think it's as easy.
In fact, I think that ir's very difficuh but I do rhink rhat you
need to keep pursuing it.

The majority of learning identified by the subjects takes place in

the context of the work environment rather than the formal setting.

Theme: Factors Affecting Nursing Leadership

Nursing leadership does not exist within a vacuum. Rather there

are three factors that affect nursing leadership. These were identified

as: Followers, the Organization and Society.

Pattern 1: Followers

Leadership cannot occur without the presence of folrowers. A

follower is one who follows the teachings or opinions of another

(Webster's, 1985, p. 479). The followers of nursing leaders are nurses.

The pattem Followers was found to have two categories: The person

and Experience.
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Category 1: The Person

Person is defined as "the individual personality of a human

being" @ebster's, 1985, p.877). Nursing leaders have identified rhar

followers must be recognized as persons with feelings and aspirations

and part of leadership is recognizing and respecting the human factor.

1. subject: I try xor to forget that rhey are people with feelings,
they huy." personal lives, they have personal reqiirements that -if
we can adjust around, we have happier staff. -

?. subject:. In leading you, I have to think of where we're ât, at
the present time what are your goals and aspirations.

3. _. Subject: I consider the sanctity of the
believe that they are human beiirgs and
anything else.

I Subje._ct: That is another perspecrive thar
because I had a differenr ser 

-of 
values. I doof beliefs rhan some of the things that they

them.

other individual. I
I refuse to accept

I've had to change
have a different set

feel are important to

Category 2: Experience

The experience of stafi both from formal educational and from

clinical practice, did affect nursing leadership. In nursing, the two are

linked rather than separate entities.

1. Subject: . r've also learned thq exp-erience from the worþlace,
played a vital ro.le, extremely vital, anã one ser aparr is nãi'goodenough. The educational qualifrcations without the practice or the
pra_ctice without the educatiõn, I think rhar they Uoìir fit tõgetherwell. I mean education doesn't _necessarily áways have to betlooug! the formal fashion. some people ó* ì.ir-eäucate
themselves to a, point where they come in' wirh that ttreoiãtical aswell as practical 

- 
experience. I - 

don't mean that you aiwayi- traveto go to formal network. r'm just saying that you neéd both
pieces to close up.



Three nursing leaders noted that both

education impacted on their leadership role.

One subject saw experience or the skitl

experience, alone, as the factor affecting her role as a leader.

1. Subject: I h,ave pe,ople who are reporring to me who are very
new in the ro1e, a head nurse for éxample. I need to spend a
whole lot more time with them to get them to the point where I
feel that they feel comfortable in the role and 

^ that I feel
comfortable in the decisions that they make, the way that they
solve a problem. I know for a fact that I am going to- have to do
a lot more work with them if they don't come 

-with a certain level
of preparation, academic preparation.

? subject: .If I . have a licenced practical nurse I'm going ro allowher to make decisions that she is capable of *uti.tg in her
jurisdiction. so you see you allow them 

-and give them -credit for,lrq 1""91 of . planning 
- and organization that th"y are capable of

Ç.oilg.. The. diploma and the B.N. trained personnei... so-eti-es you
find that they, the B.N. trained personnel 

- will be able to talk 'on
a higher level to yo_u, to relaté in þrrns of her pranning and.
organization because she has absorbed a little bit mòre thãt the
other ones. But, in the same token, sometimes you find the
diplom^a .tr.aingd nurse ylo'r highly skilled as welr. If she's gor alot of initiative and drive, and aithough she's not gone thîoueh
the degree program, she's made sure ihat she's rearn-ed. so 'in
answering your question-, does the education have a bearing? It
does to some extent, given the circumstances surrounding it.

3...Subject: I think that clinical practice is imporranr, but I alsothink that the other preparation ihat come atoig with a degreefor instance, give¡ you thãt other ability tþ4 you- need ro -añageas^ a. nursin^g graduate or a head nurse ,in this day and age. Muñvof the staff that I have had ro work with hãve beeri here fo;
r9ars, head nurses and - many of them haven't taken any courses.
They do now. They take them as certificates on different courseslike th"^ nursing administration certificate, that would give them
some of that preparation that I'm eluding to. I made ñe mistake
as I said, of thinking that people werê functioning at a level,
where I made my own perception, and it wasn't- until I had
worked on a few projects that I realized that at that level, that
what I was expecting had to be redefined. And once I d.id that I
was better able to work with the staff.

109

nursing experience and

that comes from
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1. Subject: But I think that if, I guess the perception of how the
nursing department is running and functioning relies to a large
extent on the skill of the nurses. I think that it is very
important, and that they identify an area where they are not
comfortable or need some extra he1p. My assistant and I are both
ready to provide the time and the equipment for more orientation
or more practice.

Pattern 2: The Organization

Nursing leadership is practiced within the confines of the

organization. Organizations are complex and, as such, a variety of

organizational factors were found to affect nursing leadership. These

factors or categories are: Unionism, History and Structure.

Category 1: Unionism

All nursing leaders worked in unionized environments. Three of

the subjects identified that working within a unionized environment did

affect their leadership role by making the role somewhat more

structured. One subject noted that maintaining the separate roles of

leader and negotiator was a different experience.

l. Researcher: The subject stated that the union contract tended
to make her role more structured as the contract rules must be
met.

2. Subject: Some things in relationship to unions, I guess I'd have
to be fairly autocratic and make the decision myself, but then you
have to live within the contract.

3. Subject: My head nurses are in a union. They are in the same
union the staff are in. We also perceive them as being the
mid-managerial level of nursing. There's a real conflict there,
when you're the head nurses on a unit and you're trying to evoke
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ohange from the management end of things with people who are in
the same association with you. You really have tó strategize, in
terrns of 

- 
how_- _you're goilg to implement change. out of twenty-

tyo people, I'd say that's thi¡teen head nurses. I'd say six ôf
them are on the executive of the union and I reatly had to
converse with them for a long time. I had to know wheie I could
move in and move out of in tenns of different issues. I have
been through labour negotiations, outside of the contract,
negotiating across the table from my own head nurses. I mean
you have- to be able to... to me that was a whole new experience.
I mean the next day I would be at a meeting with them, ãnd you
had to be able to detach yourself from- the argumenrs ând
negofiations at the table on one hand and still hold -their 

respect
as a leader on the other hand

Cateeorv 2: Historv

organizational history refers practices or traditions that have been

accepted and maintained in an institution. Two nursing leaders

identified that organizational history had impact on their leadership

role. Individuals, who have over time become influential or have been

allowed special privileges can create difficulties for nursing leaders.

One subject described two instances where history has affected her

nursing leadership.

1. subject: Sometimes, tradition within the organization. There's
one of the managers here for instance, who has worked in this
instirution for 25 years plus, ran her department well, accord.ingto what I am told' and by what I see. Itis a big ¿epá,.tr"á"i a,,ãwas the .strongest and the most management-órienied manager
apparently in the organization for many years and because of tñis
became the authority. Almost for all departments, because the
manêgers in the other areas wouldn't tangle. 

- If that area wantedit they got it. Then I was hired and I tra¿ a bit of a different
focus. For instance, 

- 
my 

_ surprise came after I was working here
three or four months. I went down and saw somebody - doing
something that was totally opposite ro what I had just indicateã
1b-gut a _ week. previously, as the route a certain proðedure should
follow.- .I fqrgeq what it was all abour, but anyway they hadn't
been doing it the way I had just simply laid it - 

out. Thai this is



Another nursing leader noted that the history of organizations had

an impact on the change process, in that the process had to occur very

carefully.
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the way that it is easier for us to monitor it and to follow
thtgugþ and it works best. Do it this wây, and I went down there
and t!"y w.ere doing it absolutely opposite. And I think rhey
were doing it-- the. way - that , they used iõ do ir. I asked why, anii
they said well, the other department came down and said ittis is
what we have to do. I said sorry, I'm you're boss, you do it the
way I told you. I said no other department changes our routes or
our procedures or our whatever, unless they go through me.

2. Researcher: The subject stated that a physician runs a medicalclinic using nursing staff. The physician used to be med.ical
director so the clinic has been allowed to continue. History was
noted to have impact.

1. Researcher: The new director of patient information systems
arrived. The subject rolq thg individual -that the history or óultureof the . organizaiion 

_ affected policy ot là.t 
-- 

or foílcy in---irt"
organization. The subject described- how departmentô inierface in
the.- organization ald -how things worked. The subject stut"d. ttratwhile *e supporred change in the institution, the ciranges musr be
made with care to decrease the resistance.

Categorv 3: Smrcture

Structure is defined as "features of an organization that serve to

control" (Gibson et al., 1985, p. 4I7). Organizational structure includes

organizational philosophy, policies and goals. Three of the nursing

leaders identified that organizational philosophies, policies and goals

have a nogative impact on nursing leadership.

1. subject: Y9, have to work within the parameters of these
organizational philosophies, so there are a lot of barriers.



2. Subject: Philosophies, policies. I think those
does is, it basically holdi leadership in check,
and tension all the time and thaf is whv I
difficult.
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all, and what it
in constant check
think it is very

Goals, philosophies and policies of the organization ate often

developed without input from the nursing leaders by powerful others or

are poorly communicated. Nursing leaders must adapt and conform. The

situation can be frustrating and stressful.

1. Subject: . sometimes the hierarchy_ -can affect your leadership role
especially^ in middle man-agement. You have ideas and you have
reasons for wanting to do things but again your hands 

- 
are tied

because you . have to .rgport to somebody- who- does not like your
ideas and whose priorities are in a different area that you cannotget headway. sometimes. ^if you're not informed, for eiample, for
us as middle managers... if we do not know what the objec'tives of
senior management ilo, what their goals are for this 'institution
yg may be down here in the middle- planning and doing our ownthing, and later to find out that it's to ão avail b"ecause we
cannot make a .headway. So if senior management does not
communicate effectively^ to us ald let us in on lhat is going on
then 

^ 
it desperately affects our leadership role, because it iausãs a

lot of frustration.

2. . subject:- The need to 
_ 
change was there. what the change was

gging to_ be was a result of- many meetings, and many ieople'sideas and that compiling these into- what thé 
. 
end result" häs 'b..n

is this written questionnaire which are still being reviewed *¿
monitored and evaluated and will be changed alain. when it's
changed again r can't__respond as the reader 6v sayïng I don't likeyg]¡r questionnaire so. r'm. not going to use it, -I'm 

goi-ng to use theold one, because this is a - national decision, itis äot a toc¿decision. And I 
. 
think that you have ro be able to adapt to tt i,

need for change as a leader

3. Subject: . It is all of rhe -things. whether it is policies,
procedures, interaction- with people ihar are holding báck on
changes- that one migþt ryary to -make. And they are so distantly
involved and one would think we should just be 

' able ro t"ir 
- 

tr,ãri,
this is what we want to do as nursing ór whatever and. we can'tdo it. And I think the thing that cõncerns me most about it is
lhu! you constantly lose the cutting edge on it and I think if one
looked ar all the stuff that's beeì written about good companies,
excellent companies, is an attempt at reducing the amount ór red
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tape of bureaucracy that exists within an institutions so that \¡/e
are now constantly stifling creativity. And that risk taking that
we end up not doing at times because we've become too cautious,
its an incredible disservice. I think that's why we sometimes I've
seen nursing leaders who I consider real leaders eventually just
moving out. I think it leads to burn out and I'm very distressed
about that. I keep hoping that I can handle that, those restriction,
that restrictiveness so that I don't lose the risk taking, the
willingness to take risks. After a while you Sây, what is the
point of constantly putting yourself into the breach when in fact
you know what you'll end up doing is perhaps marking time there
for an extended period of time. And as soon as you start making
time you waste an incredible amount of energy and I think that
leads to classic burn out.

While the power of others significantly impacts on nursing

leaders, nursing leaders do have power. They have power by virtue of

their role.

1. Subject: I would say that I'm not vying for power in any other
department other than my own. But this is my department and I'm
running it.

2. Subject: I've seen a number of leaders or managers who
backed off from using the power of the position. They were
almost apologetic because it was there. It is there whether you
use it or not or whether you know you're using it or not. I don't
iike to see it used needlessly. But at the same time I don't like
seeing people backing off and making the decision when the buck
stops here and you have to make a decision. And be accountable
for the results. I'm not explaining it very well but you also have
the power of discipline, assignment, I mean there's power, there's
power there whether you want to admit its there or not. There is
a power.

3. Subject: I think it's power. You do have to have the ability to
institute change because if you don't, you can find yourself in a
position of not being able to implement that which you wish, and
if you can't do that, then you're only grinding the wheels. For
instance, if we didn't have, in the nursing administration have the
ability to sot policy, if we didn't or if I didn't have the ability ro
make some decisions regarding finances etc. in an autonomous
fashion, the frustration I suppose, and the lack of change, would
penneate the system. You wouldn't be a change agent, you
wouldn't be able to implement any of the ideas of the staff, you
wouldn't be able to make any of the changes, you wouldn't be
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ability to make decisions.
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have to have that power andbecause you

One subject disagreed.

1. Subject: I think the power that is given to you by nature of
your position is an insignificant one within the profession.

The entfue nursing group v/as identified as a powerful force

within the institution by one subject.

1. Subject: Nursing has a phenomenal amount of power in the
organization. More than I ever realized. And that doesn't
necessarily emanate from the administration of nursing. It is by
virtue of the fact that they aÍe the key component. Now we
know that the other departments are necessary, but the agency
still functions without them in many places. I mean you can see
that under crisis conditions like strikes or like major crises. It's
the nursing department that ca¡ries that through. So the power is
there, what you have to do is learn to harness it.

Two other types of power were identified: information power and

the power that comes from recognition from others.

1. Subject: I think is, there needs to be a lot of power that is
attained through recognition from other people, what you are
capable of doing and what you have done. I think that power, it's
a recognition that the individual has the confidence of the people
that are reporting to them, or the people that ¿ìre relating to that
individual. There's a sense of confidence that the individual is
taking them in the right direction and I think that the way that
confidence, that power-base is filled is by constant verification by
that individual's own experience, the individual's own sense of
what is significant, so it's constantly validated by the individuals,
but I think that power system is the most significant one.

2. Subject: I do feel
know because I am
build up.

that people do look to me for answers. I
asked directly, but that took three years to
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3. Subject: I had access to information that they wouldn't
necessarily have, and being able to use that information in a
facilitating capacity, not a destructive capacity, and nobody would
go out purposely go out and do something destructive, but you
certainly have to know when you can move in and out of a
situation, and maintain the confidentiality of your colleagues. My
colleagues now are senior administation. When I had to move
from a different course, so for me that was something that
influenced my leadership style, because it meant that I had to
reorientate myself not only as a nursing end of it but as a leader
in the agency.

Pattern 3: Society

Public organizations, such as health care institutions, exist to

meet the needs of the general public. Public organizations are funded

by the government. Issues within the context of society impact on

organizations and the leaders within those organizations. The three

categories or societal factors that were identified as impacting

nursing ieadership are: Needs/Demands, Health Care Funding and

Status of 'Women.

Category 1: Needs/Demands

The needs and demands of society focused on both the provision

of a health care service, changing patient demographics and the

on

the

provision of basic human rights.

1. Subject: V/e are here to serve the public, and
need to be listened to and we should be able
services that people are wanting.

sometimes they
to provide the

2. Researcher: The subject identified that consumerism has impact
on her job. Patients hear about new procedures and consult
physicians. V/ith any procedure there are costs involved.
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3. Subject: The whole issue of poverry and the homeless,
particularly the homeless concerns me. To me that is a basic
right of the individual so I'm involved in that.

4. Subject: There is going to be a lot of demands piaced on us
when we have this aging population needing beds and hospitals
and I think if you are well versed in terrns of how to deal with
these people then it will affect your leadership abilities and
capabilities. So that is something as leaders we have to keep in
mind.

Feedback from clients was also identified as important

leadership to either reaffirm the value of nursing or make you

problems. The feedback could be negative or positive.

Categolv 2: Health Care Funding

to nursing

aware of

t Subject: Showing me that nurses are a valued profession. I
know that, but it doesn't hurt to have it reaffîrmed. -I get letters
all the time from families, certainly we have the occasioñal ruffle,
Þut I get many letters thanking the nursing sraff their relative
has received while they're here.

2- Subject: .The influence that the clients have on the way that
the-y institution is described. The avenues that they pursue in
order to get things done, their way outside. And 

- I -think 
for

example, the services that we offer at our institution, if they're
lo! pieased with the services, we might have jolty-good reason 

- 
for

doing .thiles the yay .w-g do but I get letters sâying- I was in your
hospital I was dissatisfied about so and so. - T-hey criticize,- so
that of course, it has outside influence, it has infiuence on the
work that I do here because you have to sit up, you have to
take notice in what the clients are saying. If tliey'ie not happy
with the services then they can go ro Fiealth servüó
Commission, it can g! to the government, for a raise in power,
and they write lots of letters. so therefore you have to bd very
aware of the public influence on your instituiion. That's one or
the things.

Two of the subjects identified

has impacted on their leadership as

that a lack of government funding

needed equipment cannot be bought
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and the operating budget, which includes nursing staff costs, cannot be

changed.

1. subject: You always haye ro be so money conscious. Equipment
that -we need, we're not able to buy it beiause we do not' have
the funds. The service commission wo_n't give us the money. you
lyug. go^ ou.t and^ get . the money from- an independent' ro*.i.Health Services commission tells you, you doñ't need that
equipment so we won't fund the depieciatioñ. so that of coursetis goilg -to. influence- your_ leadershif role in the hospital becauseit is hindering you from being proãuctive in terms ór what you
want to do now.

2. subject: Government . chang-es, government focus, budgets, are
controlled by forces outside of my domain. They have- a great
deal with what I can and cannot 

'do 
here because 

- if I need. "new
equipment I can't bgy it. Then it has some ripple effects on what
Snd of a job, what kind of product *e'rel^ what kind of a
department Il- running. The budgets are ever present, operating
budgets as well as capital.

Category 3: The Status of Women

The status of women in society does impact on the role of

nursing leaders. The opinions have others have made advancement

difficult, have contributed to the negative image of nursing and have

stereotyped nurses as the physician's followers.

L subject: . In 
- 
the healthca¡e society 

_ 
the status of women again.The status is always- mediocre status. It is always men on the" topand I think this frustrates many nursing exeðudve, 

"rp..i¿iv 
-t

they ha-ve the education and thê knowtõdge and Í'u" 'turtoí iosome of them who ¿ìre in a higher positiôn and they fóJf- uervfrustrated because they'll never get to be a chie'f 
-;;""d;Ë

officer. Nine times out of ten they have more education ttran- trràchief executive officer, but, it is -a 
male worrd. There isn;i ;;

hospital in the city where you have a woman who is a chiei
executive officer.
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2-. Subject: we're still led ar.ound in many ways by female roles.Thg problems with. the .-physician's assistait, rúbs"*i"nr iyp" roleand that we. could really 
- tap on that resource as a collective

floup. I don't think there is.-anything that could stop us. In factthere are those other contributing -factors, women,ô issues etc.
that are barriers to realizing that power.

3. subject: The more I interfaced with other women's $oups themore I realized that my profession was being maligned" bv^ otnerwomen's groups and thai there was a lot of ïork íirui n#¿"¿ tobe done to _bring nursing into synchronicity wittr the 
-- 

iorn"n',movement. The women's movement saw nursing as continuing tóperpetuate t!" ghettoization of women's employrãent and I didn,t
accept 

^ 
that but on the other hand I realizeã ítrat a iòi oi thùgsin nursing, in fact, was doing exactly that.

when asked, all nursing leaders responded that they viewed

themselves as successful in their leadership role. This add.s credibility

to the findings about the nature of leadership in nursing because the

results are related to effective rather than ineffective leadership.

The majority of the data presented is related

leadership and to a lesser extent prerequisites to

factors affecting leadership. This would indicate that

process itself is the primary focus or primary area of

nursing leaders.

to concepts of

leadership and

the leadership

interest to the

Summary of Findings

On the basis of the analysis of data, factors related to leadership

were identified. Factors or categories were grouped to form patterns

which related to the resea¡ch questions. The factors idenrified in this

chapter are data based. The number of factors identified is limited by

the small sample size.
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1. What factors contribute to the development of nursing leaders as

identified by nursing leaders?

Past experiences were significant in the development of all of the

nursing leaders. Factors related to experiences that were identifîed

included: family, education, clinical nursing background, role models and

previous ieadership roles.

2. What are the key concepts associated with nursing leadership as

identified by nursing leaders?

Nursing leaders were found to have certain characteristics, skills,

values and to perform certain duties in their leadership role. Defïning

characteristics identified were: creative, knowledgeable, flexible,

intuitive, persuasive, empathetic, confident, risktakers, visionary, agents

of change, and committment.

Values perceived as significant were: patient care, status/image of that

nurse, collegiality and a balance between professional and personal tife.

Necessary skills identified by nursing leaders included: communicarion,

interpersonal, information gathering, strategy, decisionmaking,

collaboration, problem solving and management. The five duties of

nursing leadership were identifîed as: defining the boundaries of

nursing, role modelling, teambuilding, ongoing self-development and

developing others.
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3. What are the factors affecting nursing leadership as identified b)¡

nursing leaders?

Nursing leadership was affected by followers, the organization and

society. Aspects relating to the follower as a person and the follower's

experience were significant. Unionism, structure and history were

organizational factors that affected nursing leadership. Societal factors

included: needs/demands, health care funding and the status of women.

This chapter has included a description of the subjects, the

analysis of data and the identification of factors related to the nature

of leadership. The next chapter shall discuss the findings in relation to

relevant leadership research, the implications of the study and

recommenadations for future research.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter, the results of this study witl be compared to

previous findings from leadership research conducted in business and

nursing. The findings will be discussed in relation to the research

questions. Limitations and implications of the study wilt be presented.

Recommendations for future resea¡ch shall be addressed.

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT IN NURSING

Prior experience was the only pattern identified that related

the research question: what factors contribute to the development

nursing leaders as identified by nursing leaders?

Prior Exnerience

Nursing leaders identified five experiences that contributed to

their development as leaders: family experiences, educational

experiences, clinical nursing background, experience with role models

and experience in previous leadership roles. All of the findings are

supported, to some extent, by previous resea¡ch.

The nursing leaders in the study do not fit the trad^itional

pattern of female socialization. Spengler (1976) noted that females are

encouraged to be passive rather than independent. Either through

to

of
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parental influence and/or youthful experiences all leaders, in this study

were encouraged to be independent and to follow thei¡ own path. On

the basis of research findings, Hennig and Jardim (1977) believe that

the individual development of leaders should be assessed in terrns of

experience, feedback and encouragement to seek non-traditional roles.

The findings of this study would support the findings of Hennig and

Jardim, although it could be argued that nursing is a traditional female

occupation. A leadership role in nursing, however, is not congruent

with the typical image of the nurse as direct caregiver.

Ireson and Gill (1988) noted that education influences

occupational choice. In this study, university education was identified as

important to leadership development; however, no direct link was made

between education and the selection of a leadership role in nursing.

The present nursing trend that has established master's prepa.ration as

minimal preparation for nursing administrators at a director's level or

above does provide encouragement for nurses with advanced preparation

to seek these roles (Leatt, 1981). In a study of nurse influentials done

in the United States, Vance (1977) found that 957o of the subjects had

master's or doctoral preparation so leadership roles and graduate

education would seem to be related.

Hanson and Chater (1983) found that graduate students who

were interested in management roles showed a greater interest in their

occupation. Nursing is a practice based profession so the finding that a

clinical nursing background was important to nursing leaders is not
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surprising. This is supported by Vance (1977) and Kinsey (1986) who

both found rhat nurse influentials had professional expertise and

credibility.

Role modelling, in the context of the family or within the

profession was identified as significant in the development of the

nursing leaders in this study. Studies of female leaders in business and

nursing have recognized the role of mentoring in the development of

leaders (Vance, 1977; Keown &. Keown, 19821' Kinsey, 1986). Role

modelling and mentoring are not identical relationships; but are simila¡

in that one individual either directly contributes or indirectly

contributes to the development of another individual.

In this study previous leadership experience was found to

contribute to leadership development due to the competence and

confidence that comes from having practical experience. Yura, Ozimek

and Walsh (1981) noted that previous research has demonstrated that

leadership is transferable from one situation to another.

Imolications

The finding that prior experiences are significant to the

development of nursing leaders has significance for nursing practice and

the preparation of the nursing leaders of tomorrow. Practicing nurses

aspiring to leadership roles in administration should be aware that

university based education at a baccalaureate and master's level will
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contribute to the development of leadership skills. Practicing nurses

should be cognizant of the value of their practical experience as a

sound basis for a future leadership role in nursing. Practicing nurses

should identify both negative and positive role models in the

profession to identify behaviours that could be emulated. Experience in

leadership roles either within the profession or outside the profession

should be sought to develop leadership skills. Nurse administrators who

identify leadership potential in practicing nurses should encourage the

individuals to enter a baccalaureate or masters program. Nurse

administrators should act as

leadership experiences for this goup.

positive role models and provide

Recommendations for Future Research

While all of the experiences are supported to some extent in the

literature, clearly more research is needed that focuses individually on

all of the categories - family experience, educational experiences,

clinical nursing experience, experience with role models and experience

in leadership roles - and their impact on the development of nursing

leaders.

Family experiences or chiidhood socialization patrerns requires

further research as one could speculate that the foundations for nursing

leadership roles begin during this period. why nursing, a female

profession, was chosen as the career of choice for women whose

characteristics are incongruent with characteristics considered
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traditionally female needs further study. With the present decline in

nursing school en¡ollment, the importance of understanding why non

traditional females were attracted to a traditional profession needs

further research.

While the findings of this study have identified that university

education contributed to leadership development, there are many nursing

leaders in administrative roles who do not have a baccalaureate or

masters degree. Future research should focus on the experiences that

have developed that particular group of nursing leaders and compare

the findings with the results of this study.

Role models and prior leadership experience were found to be

significant in leadership development in this study. Future resea¡ch

could address what types of modelled behaviours and leadership

experiences are significant to leadership development.

KEY CONCEPTS OF LEADERSHIP

Four patterns were identified that related to the research

question: What are the key concepts associated with nursing leadership

as identified by nursing leaders? The fou¡ patterns are: characteristics,

values, skills and duties.
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Characteristics

Nursing leaders identified eleven personal characteristics that are

necessary for individuals in leadership roles in nursing. Individuais

should be creative, knowledgeable, flexibre, intuitive, persuasive,

empathetic, confident, risktakers, visionary, agents of change and

committed.

Most characteristics identified by the nursing leaders as being

significant are supported by previous research related to descriptive

theories of leadership and to a certain extent research in the nursing

profession. Creativity was identified as a characteristic of leaders in

business (Bass, 1982: Pepper & Ryan , 1986). vance (1977) and Kinsey

(1986) reported similar findings from their studies of influentials in

nursing which supporrs the findings of this study.

In this study, th¡ee types of knowledge: self-knowledge,

organizational knowledge and knowledge of nursing issues were

identified as important. Bennis and Nanus (1985) called self-knowledge

the deployment of self and described deployment of self as one of the

four competencies of 'leaders. 
Keown and Keown (19g2) found that

female leaders perceived themselves as self-knowledgeable. Bennis and

Nanus also found that knowledge of the organization was a critical skill

of leaders. vance (1977) and Kinsey (19g6) both identified that

professional credibility was a source of influence for nurse influentials.

Knowledge of issues within the profession wouid be related to
professional credibility.



The findings of this

significant characteristic for

leadership research in business.

(1981) found that flexibility

nursing.

Nursing leaders in this

intuition and that intuition does

Benner (1984) noted rhar intuition

based on past experiences of

leadership and intuition, however,

studies in nursing or other disciplines.
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study that recognize flexibility as a.

nursing leaders is well supported by

(Barrow, 7977; Bass, 7982). Yura et at.

was inherent in the leadership process in

study addressed the importance of

have a place in nursing leadership.

is not a magical phenomena but is

nurses. The relationship between

has not been addressed in leadership

characteristic of nursing

comprehensive review of

also noted that female

The finding that persuasiveness is a

leaders is supported by Bass (1982) in his

leadership research. Keown and Keown (1992)

executives used a selling style of leadership most often.

In the literature, empathy is recognized as a characteristic of

business leaders (Pepper &. Ryan, 1986). Nursing has long been

associated with empathy and caring (watson, 1979: Benner, l9g4:

Knowlden, 1988; Hernandez, 1988). caring has also been identified as a

factor in female development and a priority in a woman's life (Gilligan,

1979). The resulrs of this study rhar have shown empathy as a

characteristic of nursing leaders is congruent with research focusing on

women, nurses and leaders.
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Confidence, as a characteristic of leaders, is well established in

studies of male business leaders (Barrow, 1977; Bass, 1982; Pepper &.

Ryan, 1986). Moore and Rickel (1980) found that nurses in high level

positions were more confident in their skiils and abilities than nurses in

lower level managerial positions. Leaders in this study, however, viewed

confidence as a result of experience rather than organizational position.

Although leadership on male business leaders does not directly

identify leaders as risktakers, descriptors such as non-conformity and

learning through mistakes were identified (Bass, 1982; Bennis & Nanus,

1985). Nursing leaders noted that risktaking may result in failure and is

not always supported by others. Their description of risktaking includes

non-conformity and making mistakes. Vance (1977) and Kinsey (1986)

both found that nurse influentials were willing to take risks. The role

of the leader in developing followers or in this case nurses to be

risktakers is not well documented in the literature.

Nursing leaders have a vision for the profession of nursing. The

vision is futuristic with the ultimate endpoint being that nursing is a

respected and clearly defined discipline. The vision is related to

knowledge gained through education and experience and part of the

leader's role is sharing the vision with others. Bass (1988) found that

transformational leaders had a sense of vision that was effectively

communicated to followers. Bennis and Nanus (1985) recognize vision

as one of four competencies of business leaders. Their definition of

vision incorporates knowledge of the past and present, both within the
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organization and external to the organization, as well as a view of the

future of the organization. Bennis and Nanus' findings are simila¡;

however, in this study organizational knowledge, organizational history

and the impact of external variables on leadership were not clearly

identified as part of the vision. Vision is not well described. in the

leadership literature in nursing.

Nursing leaders in this study characterized themselves as agents of

change. An administrative position was viewed as a vehicle for

implementing change. Change is inevitable as the health care needs of

society must be mer. Bennis and Nanus (19g4) also emphasized change

as a critical facror in leadership and that change must occur to meet

changes in society and the organization.

Committment to goals, beliefs and/or the profession was found to

be a characteristic of nursing leaders. Leaders in business were also

described as committed or persistent (Bass, l9g2; pepper &. Ryan, 19g6).

Vance (1977) and Kinsey (1986) did not clearly identify commirtmenr as

a characteristic of nurse influentials; however, one can assume there

was committment by virtue of their activities. Nurse influentials were

politically active, worked long hours, wrote articres and books.

Many of the characteristics of leaders or nursing leaders are

supported by previous research. More resea¡ch is needed to validate the

findings that nursing leaders are intuitive, visionary and are agents of

change. Future research should be done to determine how nursing

leaders develop followers to be risktakers.
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Values

Nursing leaders valued: patient care, the status/image of the

nurse, collegiality and a balance between professional and personal life.

Yura et al. ( 1981) also found that the values of nursing leaders

influences leadership.

The status/image of the nurse was a concern to the nursing

leaders in this study as they valued their profession. Quality patient

care was also valued. This is appropriate as patient care is the essence

of nursing. In this study, leadership development of nurses has been

linked to prior clinical experience.

Collegiality as support and influence between leaders and

followers is identified in the business literature (Tannenbaum &.

Schmidt, 1973; Barrow, 1977). In the nursing literature, Larsen (1984)

found that collegial support was valued by nursing leaders and Kinsey

(1977) described collegial support as a source of influence.

The value of a balance between personal and professional life is

well documented in the nursing literature. Vance (1977), Yura et al.

(1981) and Larsen (1984) all found that family or personal relationships

were signifrcant in the nursing leader's life.

Professional values such the status/image of the nurse and quality

patient care as they relate to nursing leadership are not clearly
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identified in the literature. Collegiality with followers, in rerrns of

influence and support, has not been an area of previous research in

nursing leadership. As collegiality, the status/image of the nurse and

quality patient care were so clearly identified as important in nursing

leadership, further research should be done with a more indepth focus

on each area.

Skills

Nursing leaders identified eight skills that are needed in

leadership roles: communication, interpersonal, information gathering,

strategy, decision making, collaboration, problem solving and

management. Leadership skills have been identified by descriptive

theorists, behavioral theorists and situational theorists. The skills of

nursing leaders have been the focus of researchers in nursing; however,

only to a limited extent.

communication skill is well supported in both the general and

nursing literature (vance, 1977 Bass, 1982; Bennis & Nanus, 19g5;

Pepper &. Ryan, 1986; Kinsey, 1986). writing for publication as a method

of communication is supported in the nursing literature (Vance; Kinsey).

Communication was recognized as a vehicle for sharing information. A

study by Donnel and Hall (1980) found that females were less likely

than males to share information with followers. On the basis of this

study it is impossible to measure the amount of information that is

shared between leaders and followers so whether this finding applies to
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fema-le nursing leaders is unknown. White (1971) found that nursing

leaders who share information with subordinates are viewed as most

effective.

Interpersonal skiil is generally accepted as a necessary skill for

individuals in leadership positions in business and in nursing (Barrow,

1977; Vance; 1977; Bass, 1982, 1985b; Hanson &. Charer, 1983; Bennis &.

Nanus, 1985; Kinsey, 1986; Pepper &. Ryan, 1986). In the nursing

literature, interpersonal skill was found to relate to the concept of

caring (Horner, 1988; Knowlden, 1988). Previous studies of female

leaders have found that women describe themselves as being open and

willing to get aiong with others and that success is attributed to

interpersonal skill (Van Der Merwe, 1978; Forsyth, schenker, Leary &.

McCown, 1985).

Information garhering is described in the business and nursing

literature. Bennis and Nanus (1985) found that leaders pay attention ro

details. White (1971) noted thateffective leaders use the ideas and

expertise of subordinates.

strategizing, which includes goal setring, is well documented as a

skill of leaders. Bennis and Nanus (19s5) and Bass (19s8) see srrategy

as part of the vision. The behavioral theorists identify role structuring

and a focus on goai achievement as critical strategies of leaders to

ensure task completion (Fleishman &. Perers, 1962; Bergeron, 1987). The

situational theorists view leadership as the arena where leaders
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develop strategies to achieve personal and organizational goals (Fiedler

&. Chemers, 1974; House, 1975). Informational gathering is related to

strategy as leaders must determine the characteristics and abilities of

followers, the nature of the task and organizational influences (Gibson

et 41. 1985; Blanchard & Hershey, 1982). Transformational leadership's

strategies focus on setting standards of performance a¡d determining

the activities of followers (Bass, 1985b). Strategizing is not well

identified in the nursing literature.

Nursing leaders identifïed that they use three separate styles of

decision making: independent, collaborative and delegating. All nursing

leaders identified that they made independent decisions. Two subjects

ciarified that even what they considered to be independent decisions

were not made in isolation from others. These statements imply that

the involvement of others is a critical variable in decision making in

nursing leadership. The resea¡ch of Tannenbaum and Schmidt (1973)

supports the variability of responses from leaders in this study in

regards to independent decision making. Tannenbaum and Schmidt

identified th¡ee types of independent decision making. Leaders make thë

decision without input, Ieaders make the decision and sell it and leaders

make the decision and invites questions. Two studies on female leaders

have identified that independent decision making and selling the

decision is favored and dominance is important (Keown & Keown, 1982;

Bartol, 1974). This study does not support their findings.
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Tannenbaum and Schmidt (1973) described the collaborative

decision style in leadership. Leaders can present the tentative decision

and incorporate follower suggestions or include followers in the entire

decision making process. Their findings are congruent with the finding

of this study.

Tannenbaum and Schmidt (1973)

delegated within limits defîned by the

study, identified that they musr be kepr

followers.

noted that decisions may be

leader. Nursing leaders, in this

informed of decisions made by

collaboration, as a skill for nursing leaders is supported in the

business and nursing iiterature. Collaboration with followers is well

documented by the descriptive theorists, the behavioral theorists and

the situational theorists. (Barrow,1977; Pepper &, Ryan, 1986; McGregor,

1976; Tannenbaum 8L Schmidt, 1973: Gibson er al., 1985). Collaboration is

congruent with the concept of caring in the nursing profession (Watson,

1985; Horner, 1988). A collaborative style was 'found ro be effective in

nursing ieadership (V/hite, 197 L).

Nursing leaders identified that they musr be skilled problem

solvers and problem solving is often done in collaboration with others.

Tannenbaum and schmidt (1973) found that leaders may present

problems to followers to facilitate the problem solving process. Bass

(19S5b) noted that transformational leaders are skilled problem solvers

and enable followers to anaryze and solve problems. watson (19s5)
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reports that problem solving is one of ten factors related to caring in

nursing. Resea¡ch in nursing leadership has not focused on the skill of

problem solving.

Nursing leaders did not report consistently as to whether

management skill is necessary in a leadership role. All subjects in the

study were employed in an administrative capacity so this may account

for the disagreement since they may have some difficulty discerning

between aspects of their leadership role and aspects of their managerial

roles or there may be areas of overlap. In the leadership literature this

problem is also evident as often the terrns manager and leader are used

interchangeably.

The leadership skills of srraregy and decision making have nor

been the focus of previous studies in nursing leadership. Future

research should be directed to the study of these two skills of nursing

leadership.

Duties

Five duties of nursing leaders were identifîed: defining the

boundaries of nursing, role modelling, teambuild.ing, developing others

and ongoing self-development. The duties of leaders are described by

descriptive theorists, behavioral theorists, situational theorists and to a

lesser extent resea¡chers in the a¡ea of nursing leadership.
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Defining the boundaries of nursing was seen as difficult task

because the practice of nursing is poorly defined. Defining the

boundaries of nursing is not well documented in the nursing literature.

watson (1979) sees nursing as the science of caring, but she does not

identify the actual role of the nurse. Defining the boundaries of groups

is also poorly documented in the general leadership literatu¡e. In the

business setting, boundary definition is discussed as job design rather

than in relation to leadership (Gibson et al. 1985). Included in defining

the boundaries of nursing was protecting the boundaries. Leininger

(1979) identified that leaders musr be aware that other groups or

disciplines will ry to infringe upon nursing's bounda¡ies or may

already have been successful.

RoIe modelling is supported in the leadership literature. Bass

(1985b) noted that transactional leaders must be a model of integriry.

Kinsey (1977) found that nurse influentials usually acted as a mentor to

others.

Teambuilding was identified as an important componenr of

leadership. The tenn teambuilding is not identifîed in the leadership

literature; however, many other names have been applied to this

activity. A focus on building relationships with followers ro achieve

goals is called a democratic style (McGregor, 1976), consideration

(Fleishman &. Peters, 1962), employee-centred behaviour (Bonaquist,

1986; Luthans, 1981), relations-orientated behaviour (Fiedler, lgTz) and

high-supportive behaviour (Blanchard 8. Hershey, lgSZ). past
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researchers also found that trust was significant in building

relationships with followers (Barrow, 1977; Bass, 7,982; Bennis &. Nanus,

1985). In nursing studies, trust and supponive behaviours were found to

be related to effective leadership and follower satisfaction (White, 1971;

Duxbury, Armstrong, Drew & Henley, 1984).

Developing others is a duty of a nursing leader. Bass (1985b)

found that transformational and transactional leaders developed

followers by sharing knowledge and expertise, providing experiences

that contribute to individual development, assisting followers in

reframing their thinking and enabling followers to analyze and soive

problems. White (I97L) found that nursing leaders who focused on staff

development were judged to be effective by subordinates.

Ongoing learning or self-development is necessary in a leadership

role in nursing. Bennis and Nanus (1985) saw development as part of

the vision process as a leader must continually be aware of changing

circumstances in their environment. Bennis and Nanus also found that

leaders viewed mistakes as part of their ongoing learning process.

ongoing self-developmenr in the workplace is not identified in the

nursing literature.

Further research is needed that is directed towards the role of

the nursing leader in defining the boundaries of nursing, role

modeiling, developing others and the ongoing development of self.
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Implications

The findings of the study have implications for nursing leaders

and nursing educators. Nursing leaders in administrative positions should

reflect upon their present perspectivos on leadership. Personal

characteristics, values, skills, and duties should be reviewed to

determine if they are appropriate to their leadership role. Nursing

educators, in universities and service settings should focus their efforts

on developing the necessary leadership skills for nurses in leadership

roles in administration or aspiring to leadership roles in nursing.

Courses on issues in the nursing profession, organizational structure

and behaviour and elements of research should be seen prerequisites to

leadership roles and their relationship to nursing leadership should be

clearly identified. The link between educational knowledge and

application of that knowledge in the practice setting should not be

neglected.

In job descriptions for nurse administrators, specific duties of

nursing leaders should be more clearly addressed. Nurse administrators

should be aware that their role must go well beyond that of a manager.

Collaboration, collegiality, teambuilding, the development of self and

others, role modelling and determining what is within the scope of

nursing must be emphasized. Nu¡se administrators, because of their

position in the hierarchy, are subject to scrutiny by followers so must

present the ideal of both a nurse and administrator.
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undertaken that looks at family,

experiences with role models and

how these experiences specifically

characteristics, skills, values and

Future research

educational, clinical

in leadership roles

contribute to the

duties of leadership.

should be

experiences and

to determine

development of

FACTORS AFFECTING NURSING LEADERSHIP

Three patterns were identifled that related to the research

question: What factors affect nursing leadership as identifîed by

nursing leaders? The three patterns are followers, the organization and

society. The relationship between leaders and followers is well

articulated in the literatu¡e, however, the impact of the organization

and society on leadership has not been well researched. The

identification of society and the organization as factors affecting

nursing leadership shows that leadership in nursing musr be viewed in a

broader perspective than that of descriptive theorists, behavioral

theorists and situational theorists. Nursing leadership is more congruent

with the sysrems perspective of leadership that is supported by

Tannenbaum and Schmidt (1973) and Yura et al. (1981).

Followers

Nursing leaders viewed their followers, nurses, as persons with
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distinct goals, values, beliefs, needs and feelings. Robert House (197 L\

noted that follower characteristics, perceptions and motivators should

be considered so the appropriate leadership style can be selected. Bass

(1985b) found that n'ansformational leaders respond to the needs of

followers on an individual basis and provide experiences for followers

based on needs. Yura et al. (1981) found that the leadership process in

nursing is affected by follower personality, character and needs.

Sensitivity to the nurse followers was found to be a contributing factor

in leadership effectiveness (White, 797 I).

The educational and practical experience of nurse followers

was found to affect nursing ieadership. Kerr and Sch¡iesheim (I974)

found that follower expertise, experience and competence were factors

leaders considered in determining what leadership behaviours would be

most effective. Hershey and Blanchard (1982), in their Life Cycle

Theory of Leadership, call educational and practical experience job

maturity. Job maturity is a factor in determining the choice of

leadership style. Several nurse

and Blanchard model and found

determining the leadership style

Lucas, 1986).

Organization

The impact of unionism

literature. Tannenbaum and

researchers have utilized the Hershey

that maturity was a consideration in

of nursing leaders (Goldenberg, 1980;

on leadership is

Schmidt (1973)

poorly described in the

adapted their leadership
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continuum model because they recognized that unions have become a

powerful force in organizations and do impact on leadership. Other

resea¡chers, in both business and nursing, do not seem to have

addressed the impact of unionism on leadership.

Bennis and Nanus (1985) found that leaders must be aware of the

culture and traditions of the organization. No nursing studies have been

done that identify the relationship between nursing leadership and

organizational history.

Organizational structure, which includes philosophies, goals,

policies and lines of communication were viewed as having a negative

influence on nursing leadership. Kanter (1977) found that organizational

structure, is the key determinant of behaviour. The conclusion to be

drawn is that leaders learn to behave in a way that is compatible with

the structure of the organization in which they work. Conforming to

tradition appears to be incompatible with the findings of this study

which has characterized leaders as risktakers, visionaries and agents of

change. The power of nursing leaders within the organization was

identified as important in the leadership role. Yet organizational

structure would seems to severely limit the leaders pov/er to effect

change. Tannenbaum and Schmidt (1973) leadership continuum model

identifies that the organizational power of a leader impacts on

leadership. Yura et al. (i981) believe power is inherent in the entire

leadership process.
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Society

The needs and demands of society, health care funding and the

status of women in society were identified as having an impact on

nursing leadership. Tannenbaum and Schmidt (1973) altered their

leadership continuum model so the relationship and interdependencies

between the leader, the organization and society were identified.

Leadership is viewed as an open system. Yura er al. (1981) developed a

systems model of nursing leadership, similar to Tannenbaum and

Schmidt's that recognizes the impact of society on nursing leaders.

Implications

The findings have implications for nursing administraúon and

nursing education. Nursing leaders should reflect upon the affect their

followers, the organization and society have on their leadership. Issues

specific to nursing that affect leadership should be clearly identified so

their role is truly that of leader in the nursing profession. Educators

should go beyond traditional leadership education and begin ro

emphasize the impact of society and the organization on leadership.

Knowledge of the all of the variables affecting leadership, rather than

a select fow, will better prepare leaders to deal with the constraining

influences of the organization and respond and adapt to the changing

needs, opinions and concerns of society.
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Recommendations for Future Research

Future research is needed to identify other organizational and

societal factors that impact on nursing leadership and further describe

how these factors impact on nursing leadership. A study of how the

leadership of nurse administrators varies according to the experience

and educational level of followers would be appropriate.

Summary of Discussion

The findings of this study show that descriptive theories,

behavioral theories and situational theories can all contribute to a

better understanding of nursing leadership. Nursing leadership, however,

needs to be viewed in a broader perspective that considers the

development of leaders, the impact of society, the organization and

issues in the nursing profession on leadership as well the major

concepts of nursing leadership. Further research is needed to ensure

that all categories related to leadership development, concepts of

leadership and factors affecting leadership are identified.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE STTIDY

Education for individuals in leadership roles or aspiring to

leadership roles should go beyond theories borrowed from the study of

male business leaders. No one of these theories provides a broad enough

perspective for leadership in nursing. Rather a systems perspective



should be the focus that identifies the impact of

society on leadership. Leadership education should

issues and leadership rather thanjust leadership.
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the organization and

focus on nursing

profession that is evolving with the

is a part. Some of the specific

need to change over time to

Nursing may be viewed as a

health ca¡e system of which it

characteristics of leadership may

accommodate these changes.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Further research, using a similar methodology is waranted. The

small sample size and the complexity of the leadership construct has

contributed to incomplete saturation of categories. Clearly a larger

sample size is needed. A study, using theoretical sampling, is

appropriate at this stage so a broader range of subjects could be

studied. Nursing leaders without degrees and nursing leaders in non-

administrative positions may bring a perspective that either supports

present findings or adds further categories under each resea¡ch

question. The problem of differentiating between management and

leadership could be addressed through the inclusion of leaders in non-

administrative positions.

A series of studies that addresses each research question

individually would ensure that all categories related to leadership
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development in nursing, key eoncepts in nursing leadership and factors

affecting nursing leadership are identified. Because of the complexity of

each category, all of the categories identified in this study could be

the focus of individual studies.

LIMITATIONS

The data generated is limited by rhe small sample size. Atl

patterns and categories related to leadership in nursing may not be

identified. Leadership is a complex construct so a study such as this is

constrained by the broad scope of the subject itself. The results of this

study are generalizable only to specific population from which the

sample was obtained. Because the researcher has had prior experience

in administrativeÂeadership roles there is a possibility rhar bias may

have been introduced into the analysis. Bias was reduced by having

external auditors review the data.

The fourth subject was not observed in the worþlace so data

that was best gathered through observation was lost. The final

validation process, however, provided the fourth subject with the

opportunity to agree or disagree with the findings from the

observations of other nursing leaders and to add additional

information.
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SUMMARY

The results of this pilot study indicate that leadership in nursing

cannot be totally described by theories generated from the study of

male or female business leaders. This study has supplied some tentative

answers to the research questions. Nursing leaders were found to

develop through prior experiences. Nursing leaders were found to have

specific cha¡acteristics, values, skills and duties in relation to their

leadership role. Leadership in nursing was found to be affected by

nursing followers, the organization and society. Further qualitative

research is needed rhar validates the findings of this study and

identifres further categories that may be critical to leadership in the

nursing profession.
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APPENDIX A

LETTER OF PERMISSION TO THE MANITOBA
ASSOCIATION OF REGISTERED NURSES

Mr. David Gregory
Chairperson, Research Committee
Manitoba Association of Registered Nurses
647 Broadway Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3C OX2

Dear Mr. Gregory:

I ,am a graduate student in the Nursing Program at the University
of Manitoba and am presently working on the thesis component of the
program. The focus of the study is nursing leadership and a grounded
qheory approach shall be utilized. The study is being supervised by
Dr. Alice Jope. Approval for the study was given by the Ethical
Review Committee at the University of Manitoba on DATE.

, I - am requesting permission to obtain the participants for my
study from the list of registrants at the Manitoba -Association 

oÎ
Registered Nurses. The following criteria were specified for inclusion
in the sample:

1. The individual must be female.
2. The individual must have, at minimum, educational

preparation at the masters level or above.
3. The individual must be presently employed in

administrative role and have, at minimum, three
adminisrative experience.

4. The individual must directly responsible for a specific area of
nursing practice, research or education and be employed in
a health care institution, a school of nursing or a community
health agg.nqy within the boundaries of the City of Winnipeg.

5. The individual musr be in a middle managémênt position
(supervisor or coordinator) or above.

I have included 
_ 
two copies of the research proposal and

documentation that verifies rhat the proposal has been -approved 
by

the Thesis Advisory Committee and the Ethical Review Cõmmittee at
the University of Manitoba. The research committee can be assured
that the rights_ of members of the association shall be respected. My
proposal . identiles !!eps that will be raken ro ensure anbnymity anä
co¡fidentiality - for . all participants. I have read the MARN 

-poli-cy 
on

release of membership names and will work within those guidelines.

an
years of
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I would be prepared to meet with the committee if it is deemed
necessary. Should the committee have any questions, I can be ¡eached
at 474-8266. Thank you for your consideration. I look forward to
hearing from the committee in the near future.

Sincerely,

Debra Vanance
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APPENDIX B

TELEPHONE INTRODUCTION TO POTENTIAL SUBJECTS

Hello. My name is Debra Vanance. I am a student in the Masters

of Nursing Program at the University of Manitoba. A thesis or

resea¡ch study is a requirement of the program in which I am

enrolled. I would like to conduct a research study in the area of

nursing leadership. My thesis advisor is Dr. Alice Jope.

I have been given your name

Registered Nurses. You have been

for my study because:

1. You a¡e female.

by the Manitoba Association of

identified as a suitable candidate

2. You have educational preparation at the masters level or

above.

You are presently employed in an administrative role and

have, at minimum, three years of administrative experience.

You are directly responsible for a specific area of nursing

practice, research or education and are employed in a health

care institution, a school of nursing or a community health

agency within the boundaries of the City of Winnipeg.

You are in a middle management position (supervisor or

coordinator) or above.

Would you be interested in hearing more about the research

study? The purpose of the study is to describe the concept of nursing

Ĵ.

4.

5.
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leadership as defined by nursing administrators. The study design

requires participants to spend a total of approximately three and one

half hours in interviews. The flrst interview shall be one hour to one

hour and a half in length. The final fwo interviews will be

approximately one hour in length. Each interview shall take place at

three separate times and shall be tape recorded. I would spend

approximately five days with you at work during which time I will act

as a non-participant observer. I shall take field notes that describe

your leadership behaviors. I shall confine interactions to seeking

clarification only. I wish to stress that your anonymity would be

protected and any information provided to me would be kept

confidential. Do you have any questions? V/ould you be interested in

participating in my study?

(If the response is positive)

I shall be mailing you an written explanation of the study. Could I

have please the address to which you would prefer the explanations be

sent. I have included my name and telephone number on the

explanation form. Please call if you should have any questions.

I shall be calling in one week to establish a mutually convenienr

time for the initial interview. Thank you for agreeing ro parricipate in

the study.

(If the response is negative)

Thank you for your time and attention.
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APPENDIX C

DESCRIPTION OF THE STTIDY

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a sfudy of nursing

leadership. You¡ name was provided by the Manitoba Association of

Registered Nurses. The study is being conducted by myself, Debra

Vanance, a registered nurse in the Masters of Nursing Program at the

University of Manitoba. The supervisor for the study is Dr. Alice

Jope. You have been selected to participate in this study because you

are a nursing administrator with experience in a leadership role.

This study will attempt to describe the critical attributes of

nursing leadership from the perspective of nursing leaders. While

much research has been done in the ¿uea of leadership within other

disciplines, research in nursing leadership is in its fledgling srage. The

majority of nursing literature available, pertaining to leadership, has

relied on resea¡ch from non-nursing disciplines. This study will use a

fresh approach to investigate the concept of leadership. The researcher

shall attempt to develop a framework of leadership based on the

perspective of nursing leaders. New knowledge will be generated that

may support or refute previous research findings. Through a better

understanding of the concept of nursing leadership, nursing

administration may become a more attractive career alternative for

nurses.
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To participate in the sfudy, individuals must meet the following

criteria:

1.

J

The individual must be female.

The individual must have, at minimum, educational

preparation at the masters level or above.

The individual must be presently employed in an

administrative role and have, at minimum, three years of

administrative experience.

The individual must directly responsible for a specific area of

nursing practice, resea¡ch or education and be employed in

a health care institution, a school of nursing or a community

health agency within the boundaries of the City of Winnipeg.

The individual must be in a middle management position

(supervisor or coordinator) or above.

J.

4.

5.

The data collection shall consist of three taped interviews. The

first interview shall be approximately one hour to one and a half

hours in length. The final two interviews shall each be approximately

one hour in length. Time and place shall be based on the participant's

preference. Interview questions shall focus on demographic data, factors

associated with and affecting nursing leadership and factors

contributing to the selection of a leadership/administrative role. The

researcher shall spend a period of approximately five days observing the

nursing administrator at work. The researcher shall ask questions only

when clarification is needed and shall take notes. Participants may ask
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the researcher to leave aï. any time. Participants have the right to
refuse to answer any question and to withdraw from the study at any

time without explanation.

All tapes and field notes shall be identifiable by a code number

only. Code numbers and names shall be kept in separare locked

drawers. Tapes shall be erased and field notes destroyed after

transcription. Anonymity and confidentiality are assured. Participants

will not be identifiable in the written reporr of the study. If you

desire a summary or copy of the study will be sent to you upon

completion.

Please call if you have any questions. I can be reached at 474-8266.
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APPENDIX D

CONSENT FORM

This certifies that I,

having met the condirions, agree to participate in the research study

conducted by Debra Vanance, a Masters student at the University of

Manitoba. The study is being supervised by Dr. Alice Jope, who is a

professor at the University of Manitoba.

I understand that the purpose of the study is to describe nursing

leadership from the perspective of a nursing administrator in TVinnipeg.

I have been informed that my name was obtained from the roster at

the Manitoba Association of Registered Nurses. I am awaÍe that I have

been selected because: I am employed in an administrative capacity in a

line position in middle management or above; I have at least three

years administrative experience; I am female; I have a masters degree

or higher. I have been provided with a written explanation of the

study and have been given the opportunity to ask questions. I have

been informed that the study is comprised of three separate interviews.

I am aware that the first interview shall be approximately one hou¡ to

one and a half hour in length and the final two shall each be

approximately one hour in length. I am aware that the questions I will

be asked shall focus on demographic data, factors associated with and

affecting nursing leadership and factors contributing to my selection of

a leadership/administrative role. I am aware that the researcher shall

spend approximately five days observing me at work. The times and
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place shall be determined by my preference. I have been informed that

I may decline to answer any question and may request that the

researcher leave. I understand that I may withdraw from the study at

any time without explanation or penalty to myself. I am aware that the

study will not have a direct benefit to me.

I understand that tapes and field notes shall be identifiable by

code numbers only. Code numbers and names shall be kept in Separate

locked drawers. I am aware that tapes shall be erased and field notes

destroyed after transcription by the researcher. I have been assurod

that I will not be identifiable from the study. I am aware that the raw

data shall be reviewed by two auditors and the thesis committee, who

will nor be informed of my identity. I understand that information I

provide witl be confidential. I understand that I will be provided with a.

copy of this consent form. If I request, I understand that a summary or

copy of the study will be available to me upon completion of the

study.

If I should have any questions, I am aware that I am may call

Debra Vanance, at any time, at 489-7079 or 474-8266.
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My signature below indicates that I have read and clearly

understand the preceding information and am willing to participate in

this study.

Participant Researcher Date

I would like a copy of the results Yes_ No

I would like a summary of the results Yes_ No_
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APPENDIX E

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA & INTERVIEW GUIDE

The purpose of this study is to determine key factors associated

with nursing leadership. I have developed a series of questions to for

you to answer. These questions have been formulated to provide only a

beginning to our interview. Your responses and recoliections of

personal experiences shail direct the majority of the interview as your

personal perspective on leadership is the key to this study. During the

course of this interview, I shall ask you ro expand upon and ctarify

your responses.

You are free to refuse to answer any questions or to stop the

interview at any time.

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

I shall begin by asking you some questions about yourself.

1. Aee: vears.

2. Marital status: Single_ Married

Separated Divorcerl Other.

3. Children: Number

Ases : :
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4. Education:

Diploma in nursing- Year graduated

Undergraduate Degree: Discipline

Masters Degree: Discipline

Doctoral Degree: Discipline

Yr. gtaduaterl

Yr. graduated

Yr. graduated

Other certificate

programs

5. Years of employment:

Generai duty experience_ years

Clinical nurse specialist _years
Total teaching experience_years
Total research experience years

Total administrative experience: years

Present administrative position:

Yea¡s in present position: _
6. Administrative employment history:

Title:

Yr.gr.

Yr. gr._
Yr.gr._

Title:

Title:

Title:

Title:

# of yrs. in position:

# of yrs. in position:

# of yrs. in position:

# of ¡rs. in position:

# of yrs. in position:

Title: # of yrs. in position:_
7. Professional activities:

a) Are you actively involved in the activiries of MARN?

Yes_ No_
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b) Are you active with the CNA? Yes_ No_
c) Other professional activities:

d) Have you had booksVrticles published? Yes_ No_
If yes, how many books? articles?_

e) Have you given presentations at conferences? Yes_No_

Ð Number of professional journal subscribed to _
g) Other professional affiliations:

INTERVIEW GUIDE

I would like you think back to your initial enrry into an

administrative role in nursing.

1. what were your reasons for choosing a career in nursing

administration?

2. What qualities did you see in yourself that led you ro believe rhat

you would be successful in this role?

3. what prior personal and professional experiences had prepared. you

for your future role as a leader?

4. 'were there any significant others who prepared you for your role as

a leader? Ifyes, how did they do this?

I would now like you to consider your years of experience in a

leadership role in nursing.
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1. rvhat previous experience has influenced your behaviors or

philosophy in your leadership role?

2. What personal qualities or characteristics have you identified in

yourself that contribute ro your leadership abilities?

3. What external or societal factors affect your leadership roie? How

do they affect that role?

4. What institutional opportunities or constraints affect your leadership

role? How do they affect that role?

5. In leading others, what do you consider? How do these

considerations affect your leadership?

6. Describe your relationship with your followers/ superiors/coileagues?

l. How does your relationships with your followers/superiors/coileagues

affect your leadership behaviors?

8. How would you describe your leadership behaviors?


